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Glossary 

Key Term Definition  

Berthing See “Mating”. 

For the berthing, the client satellite is grappled by a manipulator on the 
servicer which grapples a client satellite fixture that must remain in a given 
capture box for some duration. After this initial mechanical contact, the 
manipulator aligns the mating interfaces of the servicer and client satellite 
platforms before latching and release of the grappling fixture. 

Centralized Term used to characterize the GNC structure of a multi-element system 
where a unique controller manage all the elements at the same time. This 
controller gathers all measurements from the elements and, based on 
these latter, provides the commands to all of the elements. It allows to 
coordinate the motion and autonomous behaviour of each element 
depending on the others. The global feedback loop requires a centralized 
computing unit to account for all measurements and send all the 
commands, and results to be slower than a decentralized architecture.  

Client 
Satellite CS 

The satellite to be serviced that will be passive during the rendezvous and 
servicing operations, with specific features for capture. 

Collaborative Term used to characterize the stable and safe behaviour of a client 
spacecraft being captured by servicer spacecraft. This hypothesis is of 
utmost importance for the rendezvous and capture phases since a non-
collaborative client satellite may be tumbling on a varying axis of rotation, 
while a fully collaborative one would stand static while the servicer 
approaches. 

Control The process of computation of the forces and torques to be realised by 
vehicle’s actuators such as steering controls, reaction wheels, thrusters, 
etc., needed to execute guidance commands whilst maintaining stability. 

Decentralized Term used to characterize the GNC structure of a multi-element system 
where specific controllers manage every element independently. Each 
controller gathers the measurement from its own elements and, based on 
this, provides the commands to this specific element. It results in an 
uncoordinated motion and autonomous behaviour of each element, 
independent from the others. The multiple feedback loops require distinct 
computing processes either on one processing unit or on multiple ones and 
result to be faster than a centralized architecture for some of the elements. 

Docking See “Mating”. 

The docking starts from the first physical contact until the beginning of the 
latching process to lock the two spacecraft together. This step implies the 
fastening of the rigid link between both vehicles, using either mechanical or 
magnetic latches. During this process, the GNC system of the servicer 
controls the vehicle states to remain within the docking interface tolerances 
of the client satellite vehicle. 

Guidance The process of calculating the changes in position, velocity, attitude, and/or 
rotation rates of a moving object required to follow a certain trajectory 
and/or attitude profile based on information about the object's motion. 

Mating Capture phase of a rendezvous mission corresponding to the rigid 
connection between a “client satellite” and “servicer” spacecraft. This 
general term encompasses two main strategies: berthing and docking. 

The mating phase starts when the GNC system of the servicer has 
delivered the capture interfaces of the servicer into the reception range of 
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Key Term Definition  

those of the client satellite vehicle. This must be achieved within the 
constraints of the interface conditions in terms of approach velocity, lateral 
& angular alignments and rates. 

Navigation The process of determination, at a given time, of the vehicle's location and 
velocity (the "state vector") as well as its attitude. 

OSS Orbital Support Services spacecraft also called servicer is the satellite that 
will be active during the rendezvous and servicing operations based on 
robotic features for capture and dexterous manipulation 

Pose 
estimation 

3D pose estimation is the problem of determining the relative 3D position 
and 3D orientation of an object with respect to the reference sensor frame 
(e.g., camera lens or sensor).  

Prepared Term used to characterize a client satellite whose the design has been 
studied and optimized for a given task (i.e., for the rendezvous, capture 
and servicing with and by a servicer spacecraft). For example, a 
collaborative client spacecraft should include visual markers, handles or 
other grapples fixtures, and a given mating interface compatible with the 
mission scenario (e.g., either docking or berthing interface). 
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1. Introduction 
This document provides the Detailed Design Description (DDD) of the EROSS project. It 
covers all the Hardware (HW) and Software (SW) building blocks design and description, and 
the overall architecture towards the EROSS demonstration.  

This document is one of the deliverable of Work Package 3 of the EROSS project for the 
Critical Design Review (CDR). 

This document dissemination is PU meaning it is publicly available on the project’s 
website. 

 

EROSS is co-funded by European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program 
under grant agreement N°821904 and part of the Strategic Research Cluster on Space 
Robotics Technologies as Operational Grant n°7. 

This project is led by Thales Alenia Space with GMV, National Technical University of 
Athens, PIAP Space, SENER, SINTEF A/S, SODERN, Space Application Services and 
support from MDA and QinetiQ. 

 

The document is organised as follows: 

1. Introduction 
This section reviews the aim of the document and its content. 
 

2. Mission and System design 
This section provides an overview of the EROSS mission. 
 

3. EROSS Architecture 
This section cover the overall architecture of the EROSS Servicer from the avionics 
point of view. 
 

4. GNC Design 
This section provides the detailed GNC architecture with the corresponding 
connections with SW and HW components during the mission. 
 

5. Software Design 
A detailed description of the SW components is given here with the implementation 
and evolution of the previous OGs building blocks and the integration of the new HW 
and SW elements specific to EROSS project. 
 

6. Hardware Design 
This section introduces the different hardware components of EROSS (sensors, 
actuators and interfaces). 
 

7. Validation Plan 
This section cover the validation plan through the integration of all the HW and SW 
elements within a EROSS demonstrator with an overview of the foreseen tests. 
 

8. Conclusion 
This last section concludes this Detailed Design Document. 
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2. Mission and System Design 
This section recalls the actual mission used for EROSS demonstration and the main 
elements of the system design. 

2.1. MISSION MOTIVATIONS 

Digital transformation is changing the satellite business model by creating new needs for 
connectivity at low cost which implies strong changes at all levels. The traditional on-orbit 
satellite communication market (digital TV broadcasting) based on geostationary solutions 
will be overcome in time by services able to offer a bandwidth to each individual connected, 
therefore new satellites architectures in different orbits (such as LEO constellations) are 
being considered.  

Modular architectures, prepared for on–orbit  servicing, would be required to cope with these 
rapidly changing market trends. A robotic servicing capability to change payloads , refuel and 
also repair the satellites, would result in global upload mass reduction with the twofold 
advantage of both reducing costs and improving space sustainability.  

In the short term, while advanced robotic capabilities are being developed, specific (niche) 
markets such as the Telecom satellites tugging for life extensions, feasible with a lower level 
of technology, are being pursued with the purpose to finance further development. This 
market does not require the usage of advanced robotic manipulations and can be performed 
by a direct docking, as demonstrated by the Northrop Grumman's MEV-1 on February 25th 
20201. This vehicle performed the first in-orbit tugging service on the Intelsat-901 spacecraft 
on the GEO graveyard orbit for extending its lifetime by taking over the client AOCS system 
to ensure the proper pointing of the telecommunication payload. 

In the coming years, the advent of new LEO mega-constellations will crowd even more the 
LEO zone which is already the most critical for debris population. This will dramatically 
increase the risk of collisions with consequent further creation of debris. 10 % of failed 
satellites has been estimated within large constellations, 10% that will not be able to dispose 
themselves  autonomously. Therefore, the need of actively deorbiting them will be mandatory 
in order to avoid catastrophic risks and it is expected that space regulation for disposal will 
be modified in this sense. This future marker is expected to rise in a years from now and the 
mature robotic technologies are thus being developed to reach this goal of agile robotic 
manipulation by then. 

The development of the servicing (robotic) capability, and of the technologies required, will 
also become an enabler for future Deep Space Exploration phases, either to reach the Moon, 
Mars or Asteroids, where the need of assembling /disassembling  infrastructures on-orbit has 
already been recognized by many studies. 

In the long term, beside institutional Exploration programs, advanced robotic servicing may 
also be required by commercial enterprises for construction of On-Orbit Factories and 
infrastructures for space tourism, and also for Asteroids exploitation. As an example, the on-
orbit assembly of large antenna reflectors or of primary mirrors of giant telescope are typical 
research studies which are shaping the future of space system. 

The robotic technologies developed for servicing will be also a starting point for the re-use 
and re-cycle of space infrastructures and debris towards a more sustainable space 
exploitation.  

                                                

 
1
 https://spacenews.com/northrop-grummans-mev-1-servicer-docks-with-intelsat-satellite/ 

https://spacenews.com/northrop-grummans-mev-1-servicer-docks-with-intelsat-satellite/
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As a summary, the space business is experiencing a deep change of paradigm with the 
rising era of robotics, as this is already the case on ground for the last ten years. There is 
thus a clear need to develop technologies in order to perform space robotic operations for 
the future missions of all kind. 

It is important to put EROSS into this moving and challenging context to understand why this 
project is being done and what it is supposed to bring to Europe space industry. In a nutshell, 
EROSS immediate purpose is the demonstration of an on-orbit servicing mission on ground 
with mixed Hardware (HW) and Software (SW) experiments in order to pave the way for the 
future robotic missions for on-orbit servicing, celestial bodies inspection, samples capture 
and retrieval, assembly of large structure, etc.  

 

 In this sense, EROSS will develop and boost the maturity of key robotic 
building blocks and demonstrate the key technologies required to offer an efficient and 
safe commercial service to operational satellites.  

 

 

 

Figure 2-1: EROSS Servicer Overview 
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2.2. MISSION SELECTION 

This part recalls shortly the scenario selected during the early phases of EROSS project, 
without going too much into the rationale behind the selection of this mission. For more 
details, the reader can refer to the internal documentation of the project. 

It has been decided to select a scenario involving a servicer addressing several missions in 
the same flight (i.e., nine in total). This scenario is realistic thanks to the choices made. 
Indeed the client satellites are concrete Earth observation project to be launched in the near 
future. 

In this scenario, the missions are consisting, for each satellite, to provide a refuelling 
and a payload exchange service. 

It is then supposed that this new generation of Client satellites are not only ready for the 
servicing but also advantageously designed to benefit from the servicing mission. Allowing, 
at mid-life, a life extension and a payload upgrade. 

Even though the Servicer shall deal with up to nine missions, the EROSS project will only 
focus on the first orbit environment: the servicing on the S1 NG orbit, while the rest of the 
Client spacecraft were at the system design phase to derive a Servicer design compatible 
with this mission profile. 

The figure below shows the sequence of the servicing missions in the overall mission. S1-NG 
is the first one to be addressed and will be the orbit considered for the EROSS mission 
analysis. 

 

Figure 2-2: Sequence of the missions 
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2.2.1. Rendezvous mission overview 

To safely approach, rendezvous and dock with any Client spacecraft, a Servicer must complete the key phases of any rendezvous mission: 

Table 2-1: Overview of a generic rendezvous mission steps 

 

# Phase Step
Entry 

Point

Exit 

Point

Relative 

Distance
Servicer Control

A Launch & Orbit Injection  (LOI) M0 M1 > 1000km Launcher + Ground

a Injection into neighbouring orbital plane

b Serv icer deployment (Sun acquisition, Communication acquisition, etc.)

c Serv icer In-Orbit Testing (IOT) sequence & commissioning activ ities

B Orbit PHasing (OPH) M1 S0 < 1000km Ground

a Reduction of phase angle between chaser & target in the orbital plane (natural drift)

b Passive/active corrections to reach co-elliptical orbital plane wrt target (inclination,RAAN)

c Reaching S0, the « initial aim point » or « entry gate » for next phase

C Far-Range Rendezvous (FRR) = “Homing” S0 S1-S2 < 20km Ground+Onboard

a Scanning a-priori areas for client acquisition

b Detection by relative sensors

c Guidance/IP-Nav/Control filters initialization

d Reaching S2 to start relative motion phases

D Close & Proximity Operations (CPO) = "Closing" S2 S3 < 1km Ground+Onboard

a Client tracking within sensors Field-of-View

b Relative nav igation propagating relative dynamics

c Guidance based on relative nav igation outputs + escape manoeuvers update

d Inspection of the Client either behind it on V-bar or around an ellipse of inspection

e Reaching S3, entry point to the « approach corridor »

E Mating OPerations (MOP) = “Final approach + Berthing” S3 S4 <100m Onboard

a Initialization of straight line in forced motion

b Coordination of arm + platform motion (feedforward)

c Nav igation fusion using arm sensors (camera/pattern projector)

d Client capture (soft + hard docking) by robotic arm using coordinated arm controller

e Stabilisation of composite system

f Controlling composite configuration attitude (i.e., serv icer+client)

F Servicing OPerations (SOP) S4 S5 Contact Ground

a ASSIST mating to release the robotic arm

b Traditional ground-based robotics GNC (tele-operated)

c Collision/Obstacle avoidance for robotic path planning

G Departure OPerations (DOP) S5 S4-S0 >5m + Onboard
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Figure 2-3: Illustration of the key steps of a rendezous with the related keypoints2 

 

                                                

 
2
From : [ Fehse, "Autonomous Rendezvous and Docking of Spacecraft", Cambridge Aerospace Series, 2003], on page145 « ISS strategy along V-bar ».. 
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The Servicer spacecraft, also called Orbital Support Services spacecraft (OSS), must fulfil 
several functions during the rendezvous mission with the Client, called Client Satellite (CS).  

The complete mission of application within EROSS project would cover the following phases: 

 
- Rendezvous: the Servicer performs orbital manoeuvers to phase its orbit with the Client 

one. The first manoeuvers can be considered as an orbital plane transfer including 
altitude, ascending node and inclination correction Then the Servicer will drift along its 
orbit until it reaches the vicinity of the Client to detect it within the field-of-view (FoV) of its 
sensors; 

- Final Approach: it includes the Client search, its detection, acquisition and tracking. The 
Servicer can then performed relative orbital manoeuvers to “hope” towards the Client by 
the well-known hoping manoeuvers. Then the Servicer performs a final forced motion 
manoeuver to reach the berthing position for capture; 

- Berthing: once the berthing box on the side of the Client is reached, the Servicer grasps it 
by its robotic arm, and dampen the impact vibration to stabilize the composite system; 

- Servicing: the two spacecraft linked by the Servicer robotic arm are mated through the 
ASSIST refuelling interface, allowing to release then the robotic arm for an exchange of 
Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) between the Servicer and the Client; 

- Release: following the same steps in the opposite order, the two spacecraft are eventually 
released after a separation by the robotic arm for safety.  

Within EROSS project, the focus is put on the last forced motion, the berthing, and servicing 
operations. The scenario for EROSS validation can be cast within two main phases to cover 
the final rendezvous and capture in a high autonomy: 

 

- Mating: final approach, berthing position keeping, coordinated and compliant robotic 
capture; 

- Servicing: docking and refuelling through, robotic exchange of an orbital replaceable unit. 

 

During these two main steps, a split has been proposed to segregate the GNC functions 
along the scenario timeline, and to define the GNC sub-modes accordingly. Indeed, the 
coordination between the Servicer platform and its robotic arm play a key role for the capture 
and the manipulation steps, while it remains less important during the forced motion and 
station keeping phases. 

On the technical aspects, a –V-bar approach is used to capture a scientific spacecraft in LEO 
orbit. The Client described in the following is based on Sentinel3 spacecraft, featuring slight 
design adaptations to ensure the proper servicing interfaces. Assuming the Client remains 
passive during the rendezvous, its orbit is the target on which the Servicer is phasing itself. 
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2.2.2. EROSS nominal scenario : Berthing 

In the scope of EROSS project, the nominal scenario of design and validation is focused on 
the last steps of the rendezvous with the “E – Mating” and “F – Servicing” phases and tasks 
to be performed.  

Among those phases, the figures below are reviewed and demonstrated in the scope of the 
EROSS demonstration. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 2-4: Mating operations for the EROSS nominal mission 
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Figure 2-5: Servicing operations for the EROSS nominal mission 

 

Note that the upgrade of OBSW has been removed for EROSS reference mission as EROSS 
Client satellite is assumed to be collaborative fully functioning and the OBSW update can be 
done from the ground or from the Servicer spacecraft trough RF communication means as 
done on today’s missions  
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2.2.3. EROSS alternative scenario : Docking 

The alternative scenario studied in EROSS consist in studying the potential reuse of the 
generic GNC architecture built for the robotic capture and servicing of the Client in order to 
perform a direct docking with a slightly different system design. 

Regarding the system design, the only modification with respect to the nominal baseline is 
the removal of the robotic arm and of the servicing kits and ORU on-board the Servicer and 
Client spacecraft, then replaced by the two studied docking mechanism: 

- The Latching and Locking Mechanism (LLM) developed by Thales Alenia Space in 
Italy to dock with a prepared Client, meaning it is equipped with the expected 
passive interface of the LLM, while the Servicer is equipped with the active LLM 
interface; 

- The Satellite Docking System (SDS) developed by Qinetiq to dock with any 
unprepared Client, by taking advantage of a generic mechanism on the Servicer 
side in order to dock to the Launch Adaptor Ring (LAR) of the Client vehicle. 

These two scenarios have been currently validated at unitary level in TASI and Qinetiq 
facilities to validate the design of, respectively, the LLM and the SDS interfaces using 
numerical multi-body simulations to assess the resulting compliance with the scenario 
requirements.  

 

Figure 2-6: Illustration of the docking scenario for the LLM system 

The main interest of these interfaces lies in the capability to perform docking recovering the 
positioning errors between two spacecraft with similar and moderate masses, while also 
withstanding the forces and torques generated during the next tugging operations when 
orbital manoeuvers are performed. 

Starting at the last station keeping point step of EROSS phase, the Servicer and Client are 
initially separated by a relative distance of 2m to 5m with an initial speed along the approach 
axis within the docking system tolerances and a lateral misalignment set randomly to 
evaluate the GNC capability to recover the nominal approaching speed and the docking 
system to cope with these misalignments at the instant of capture. 

Since the two docking mechanism, LLM and SDS, are actively controlled, they are able to 
cope with the resulting misalignments due to the initial conditions and to the free drift motion 
over the last meters. Hence, the active docking mechanisms on the Servicer moves and 
adapts to track the passive interface on the Client just before the contact in order to ensure 
the proper capture. In addition to the final adjustment to ensure the proper alignment, the 
docking interface must secure the contact by latching both interfaces before pushing the 
Client away. 
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2.3. MISSION ANALYSIS 

The following mission analysis has been elaborated by GMV to cope with the concept of 
operations defined in previous section. 
This section will provide an overview of the objectives, drivers and input data of the mission 
analysis carried out in the scope of the final approach strategy for EROSS. Following this, 
the results are presented for three different mission scenarios. 
 

2.3.1. Objectives 

The following objectives are defined in the scope of the Mission Analysis activities: 

 Consolidate the final approach strategy 

 Generation of the reference trajectory profiles, translational and rotational state 
evolution during final approach 

 Update the ΔV budget based on the new S/C design, as well as taking into account 
any contingencies that may arise 

 

2.3.2. Drivers 

This section defines the design drivers that are being considered for the simulation of the 
final approach phase of the EROSS mission. The following elements shall be considered: 

 Dynamics: 

 Relative orbital dynamics are considered to model this mission phase. 

 The following client S/C design aspects: 

o Berthing interface. Orientation and location of the berthing interface. 
o Behavior (non-/collaborative). It is assumed that client S/C is 

collaborative, i.e. is prepared for the rendezvous and servicing 
operations, and also is semi-cooperative, i.e. a dedicated GNC mode 
shall be enabled in the client S/C during mating operations to support 
the servicer approach. 
This behavior of the client satellite represents an important advantage 
from the point of view of the final approach design because the client 
satellite will be oriented towards the approach direction. In this way the 
final approach and mating operations are easier and not constrained by 
the client operational attitude because a dedicated attitude is already 
available to support the rendezvous and docking phases. 

 Fuel: The propellant consumption during the final approach phase of the 
rendezvous shall be considered not only for the nominal operations, but also for 
contingency needs, e.g. collision avoidance manoeuver and operation resume, in 
order to characterize different possible strategies. 

 Safety: The following considerations shall be addressed to characterize the safety 
of the different possible strategies: 

 Approach and departure strategies and their trajectory elements must be 
designed to be as safe as possible concerning the risk of collision. The following 
elements shall be properly considered: 

o Definition of initial, intermediate and final hold points in order to be 
compliant with safety volumes and corridors requirements. 
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o The natural development of each trajectory element shall be collision-
free for as long as possible, taking into account all possible dispersions 
and including the possibility of a failure of the onboard system. 

 Definition of collision avoidance manoeuvers. 

At each point of the approach and departure trajectories, when all control fails 
and the actual state vector exceeds safety boundaries, the onboard system 
must execute an operation which ensures collision avoidance between servicer 
and client (natural collision-free implies thruster inhibition, other cases may 
require execution of a single boost), i.e. Collision Avoidance Maneuver (CAM). 

 

Regarding this last driver on the safety, the central focus of EROSS project is to promote the 
autonomy of the Servicer. One key element to keep in mind for EROSS mission is the need 
for autonomy all along the final rendezvous phase. According to the ECSS Space Segment 
Operability document3, four main autonomy levels can be identified: 

- E1: execution under real-time ground control, 
- E2: execution of pre-planned mission operations on-board through an embedded 

scheduler; 
- E3: execution of event-based autonomous operations with embedded control 

procedures; 
- E4: execution of goal-oriented mission operations on-board with re-planning 

capabilities. 

In that respect, the EROSS mission targets to reach the E3 level of autonomy from the last 
forced motion, until the capture and start of the servicing tasks.  

 

2.3.3. Concept of operations 

This section introduces a step-by-step description of the EROSS nominal scenario to 
approach the Client from 100m to 2m, and then to capture and service it using the embedded 
robotic arm.  

First, a series of station keeping (SK) points (i.e., E.1, E.3, E.5) are separated by forced 
motion manoeuvers (i.e., E.2 and E.4) to fill the gap between both spacecrafts. At the 2nd 
station keeping point the robotic arm is deployed and braked into a nominal configuration 
while coming closer to the Client. This strategy allows to trigger a retreat manoeuver in a 
quicker way before the 20m are crossed, since the arm is not deployed and does need to be 
stowed before high-thrust manoeuver. 

Then the Servicer captures the Client Launch Adaptor Ring (LAR) using the robotic arm 
controlled by a coordinated controller ensuring the simultaneous tracking of the end-effector 
reference position and attitude trajectories with the Servicer platform attitude wrt the Client 
spacecraft. A stabilisation phase is then used to dampen the vibrations generated at the 
impact before the two systems are mated together. 

Eventually, the robotic arm starts the servicing phase by retrieving the Client towards the 
Servicer platform to mate the ASSIST interfaces, in order to ensure the strong mechanical 
link and to allow the refuelling link. Following the release of the LAR by the arm, the refuelling 
is engaged through ASSIST, and then the robotic arm moves around the Composite system 
to exchange an Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) from the Servicer to the Client. 

                                                

 
3
 ECSS-E-70-11C, “Space Engineering - Space segment operability”, Requirements & Standards 

Division, ESA-ESTEC, 31 July 2008. section 5.7.3 
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These steps are summarized hereunder : 

Table 2-2: Overview of a specific steps of EROSS nominal scenario 

 

If a contingency occurs, the following emergency phase is triggered to preserve the 
spacecraft integrity: 

 Collision avoidance: this phase is considered as a forced motion in the opposite 
direction with the following characteristics. 

 Relative distance between the SC: wherever the servicer finds itself at the 
moment of activating the phase and the nearest (backwards) hold point when the 
phase finishes. 

 Servicer pointing towards client for the duration of the phase 

 Time to phase completion depends on the initial starting point of the servicer 

 

Hereunder, an overview of the Concept of Operations (CONOPS) merging both the platform 
and robotic operations at each of EROSS mission steps. It is worth reminding that the 
TeleCommand (TC) introduced below in the transition from one phase to another, and thus 
from one system/robotic mode to another, is only used for safety purpose at the station 
keeping points when the Servicer can wait for a Ground visibility in total safety. 

 

 

Phase Description 
Inter-

Platform 
Distance 

E - Mating Operations  “Final approach and Berthing”  

E.1 - Initialization Client hand-over to Servicer ground segment  100m 

E.2 - Straight line 
initialization 

Performance of main straight line in forced motion 100m->20m 

E.3 - Final Checkpoint Station keeping before autonomous capture 20m 

E.4 - Straight line final Performance of final straight line in forced motion 20m->2m 

E.5 - Berthing position Station keeping for berthing 2m 

E.6 - Floating/Compliant 
capture 

Free-floating capture with compliant arm behaviour 2m 

E.7 - Capture 
stabilization 

Composite system stabilization and control 2m 

F - Servicing Operations  “Docking, Refuelling and ORU replacement”  

F.1 - ASSIST docking Hard connection through ASSIST 2m->0m 

F.2 - Arm release Robotic arm release for servicing 0m 

F.3 - Refuelling Fuel transfer through ASSIST 0m 

F.4 - ORU exchange ORU exchange by the robotic arm 0m 
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Figure 2-7: High-level Concept of Operations for EROSS nominal scenario 
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2.4. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

 

Figure 2-8: Servicing System Overview with its components 

As shown in the figure above, the System is composed of: 
 
The Servicer spacecraft 
The Servicer is obviously the cornerstone of the system as it is the main actor in the 
servicing mission. It is in charge of bringing the robotics capabilities to serve the customers’ 
satellites called “Client satellite” in this document. Consequently it has a manoeuvring 
capability in space environment to reach its client satellites, and then servicing capabilities 
such as refuelling and ORU replacement. It also has to communicate with the ground to keep 
informed of the mission status and receive post-processed orbital elements for an optimized 
absolute navigation towards the client satellite. 
 
The Servicer Ground Control Center 
These are the ground facilities (stations with antennas and offices for computation) in charge 
of the monitoring and control of the operations. Even though the Servicer is highly 
autonomous, a ground supervision is still foreseen to monitor the Servicer activities and 
parameters and send telecommands at predefined milestones of the procedure which require 
a human expertise to give a “go-ahead” or also in case of emergency. 
In absolute navigation, the Ground Control Centre is also in charge of processing the fine 
orbital parameters and elaborate the manoeuvres plan from them and those provided by the 
Client satellite’s operator and send them by TC to the Servicer. 
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The Client satellite (serviced spacecraft) 
The Client satellite is supposed to be designed for servicing, having the adapted interfaces 
for refuelling and ORU replacement. 
Moreover the Client satellite is expected to be collaborative, i.e. active but with some of its 
systems designed or configured to ease the Servicer actions essentially accommodation of 
passive aids for rendezvous in order to ease the detection and processing task of the 
Servicer and dedicated AOCS modes. 
 
The Client satellite Satellite Operator 
The Client satellite Satellite Operator is also an element to be considered in the system as it 
is expected to provide important data such as Client satellite orbital and attitude parameters 
and status to the Servicer Ground Control Center. It also has to keep control of the Client 
satellite to trigger the different dedicated servicing modes and to monitor it during the 
operations. 

The main operations steps with the related Ground/Board link is summarize in Table 2-1. 

 
2.4.1. Interface selection 

This section presents the different interfaces that will be used through EROSS project to 
either capture, manipulate, service of refuel the Client spacecraft by the servicer. 

EROSS being built on the previous OGs, the interfaces proposed for the servicer design are 
mainly inspired from the SIROM – OG5 and from past ESA studies led by either GMV to 
develop the ASSIST system for docking and refuelling applications, and by TAS-F and PIAP 
to develop the LAR gripper initially developed for debris removal applications. 

Following the EROSS reference mission, the mating phase will ensure the Client capture 
allowing the servicer to perform a refuelling and the robotic arm to perform a payload transfer 
thanks to standardized interfaces on both sides. A quick overview of the Servicer and Client 
designs is given hereunder in table below on the proposed mating and servicing interfaces 
for EROSS project. Their main functionalities, their impact on the Servicer and Client design 
and the modifications and/or upgrades envisaged for EROSS mission are illustrated since 
some key functions should be added on some of these interfaces to reduce the overall 
complexity of EROSS GNC solution when performing the servicing (e.g., having a data link 
through ASSIST interface would allow a fast communication link between the servicer and 
the Client, avoiding the delays of a ground loop during the servicing tasks). 
 

Table 2-3: Interfaces selection 
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2.4.2. Servicer design 

The Servicer system design has been elaborated by Thales Alenia Space in France through 
several previous studies with CNES and ESA in order to be optimized for its servicing 
mission. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2-9: Illustration of EROSS Servicer in stowed/deployed configurations. 

 

It is an hexagonal platform of less than 5 m of diameter and 2 meter height. This shape 
rationale is to have a compact volume to ease the attitude control and clearance for 
rendezvous and capture, but also to maximize the upper robotic bay surface to 
accommodate on it the robotic arm, some of the navigation and rendezvous sensors and the 
kits to be placed onto the client satellite. 

The upper side is dedicated to the robotic bay, accommodating the different elements 
dedicated to the rendezvous: the refuelling interface on top of a mast, the relative sensors, 
and the robotic arm with its own set of sensors. 
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The lateral parts are composed of 6 panels. On two of them, are accommodated the rollable 
solar arrays diagonally opposed and developed by Thales Alenia Space in France for years. 
This innovative solution is necessary as the electrical propulsion choice implies high power 
for orbital transfer phases while the Servicer requires much less in Rendezvous phase. Most 
of all, Servicer requires manoeuvrability and clearance for safety, which is incompatible when 
the large wings are deployed before the capture. 

Two of the lateral panels are dedicated for ORU accommodation. For this purpose it 
accommodates 10 SIROM interfaces, 9 of them occupied by a payload kit to be place on 
each Client of the mission, and 1 free to manage the kit transfer with an empty slot. 

The bottom hexagonal panel is dedicated to the electrical propulsion thruster and also 
accommodates the launch adapter ring directly connected to the central tube. 

 

The Servicer OBSW and GNC design also inherit from the past H2020 projects led in the 
scope of the SRC on Space Robotics, called Operational Grants (OG). It reuses and 
integrates the ESROCOS software layer from OG14, the ERGO autonomy framework of 
OG25, the INFUSE data processing of OG36, the I3DS sensors integrated through an ICU 
processing board within OG47, the SIROM standard interface from OG58, and the validation 
facilities from OG6. In parallel, EROSS project also integrates customized elements as a 
robotic arm, the ARAMIS rendezvous sensor, the ASSIST docking and refuelling interface, 
and a capture gripper.  

Hereunder, the product tree of the main elements related to the GNC in rendezvous and 
integrated & tested within EROSS project are presented. More details are available in the 
literature9. 

 

The main elements of the servicer are described in the following sections, from the HW to the 
SW building blocks, and how the proposed design is planned to be validated by test bench 
experiments. 

Nevertheless, the Servicer design in the scope of EROSS project can be summarized by the 
split between two main subsystems closely related: the Platform and the Robotic Arm 
systems. They are detailed hereunder to better identify the role and the different elements of 
the EROSS Servicer. 
  

                                                

 
4
 Muñoz Arancón M., et al. (2017), “ESROCOS: a robotic operating system for space and terrestrial 

applications”, in Proc. 14th ASTRA. 
5
 Ocón J., et al. (2017), “ERGO: A Framework for the Development of Autonomous Robots”, in Proc. 

14th ASTRA. 
6
 Dominguez R., et al. (2018), “A common data fusion framework for space robotics : architecture and 

data fusion methods”, in Proc. i-SAIRAS, Madrid. 
7
 Dubanchet V., Andiappane S. (2018), “Development of I3DS: An integrated sensors suite for orbital 

rendezvous and planetary exploration”, in Proc. i-SAIRAS, Madrid. 
8
 Vinals J., et al. (2018), “Multi-Functional Interface for Flexibility and Reconfigurability of Future 

European Space Robotic Systems”, in  Advances in Astronautics Science and Technology, vol. 1, 
pp.119–133. 
9
 Dubanchet V. et al. (2020), “EROSS Project – European Autonomous robotic vehicle for on-orbit 

servicing”, in Proceedings of 2020 iSAIRAS conference, Virtual Edition 
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PLATFORM subsystems 

The traditional platform elements cover : 

 [HW] On-Board Computer (OBC) interfaced with the RCUs boards; 

 [HW] Inertial sensors: start trackers, GNSS, Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU); 

 [HW] Inertial actuators: Thrusters (THR) and Reaction Wheels (RW) actuators; 

 [SW/OBC] On-Board Software (OBSW) with interface of inertial functions with GNC. 

In parallel, the approach and inspection of the target for the rendezvous phase requires the 
additions of: 

 [HW] RCU processing board for the processing and fusion of the relative sensors 
with I3DS and InFuse solutions. 

 [HW] Relative sensors: subset of the previous I3DS sensors on its upper panel with 
a Narrow and a Wide angle camera (N/W-AC), a pattern projector for 3D 
measurements, and the ARAMIS sensor featuring the visible and thermal line for 
rendezvous in eclipse. 

 [HW] Relative actuators: two main actuators are used for the servicing tasks mainly 
with the ASSIST refuelling interface also used as a latching system, and SIROM 
interfaces used to (un)latch and exchange the ORUs with the Client, and located on 
the side of the Servicer platform. 

 [SW/OBC] GNC application: the sensors and actuators are commanded through the 
RCU and OBC using the algorithms running within the GNC application.. 

 [SW/OBC] ERGO autonomy layer: the ERGO framework is considered as an 
application running on the OBC to orchestrate the GNC functions and ensure the 
proper E3 level of autonomy by translating high-level ground command into on-board 
commands and required modes triggers. 

 [SW/RCU] InFuse and Aramis navigation algorithms: the data processing of the 
relative sensors is performed by a dedicated avionics board called Robotic Control 
Unit (RCU) en described hereunder. This element allows the demanding processing 
of large data sets in a timeframe compatible with agility and autonomy requirements. 

ROBOTIC subsystems 

The robotic arm is considered as a payload mounted on the Servicer platform, as the ORU 
equipments to be exchanged with the Client. It is made up of : 

 [HW] Robotic arm: it is made up of the structure of the robotic arm segments and of 
the joint motors and electronics, as described in the following. 

 [HW] RCU board: another processing board is dedicated to the robotic sensor data 
processing and fusion. It hosts still I3DS pre-processing and other type of InFuse 
algorithms to feed the robotic navigation layer in the GNC application. 

 [HW] Robotic sensors: the robotic end-effector embeds another wide angle camera 
coupled with a pattern projector to allow the 2D vision and the 3D measurement of 
the scene to perform the Client capture, and the ORU manipulation for servicing tasks 
or any assembly. In addition, the end-effector is equipped with a Force/Torque sensor 
to perform the compliance control of the gripper during the capture phase. 

 [HW] Robotic actuators: apart from the robotic joints themselves, another set of 
robotic actuators is used with a capture gripper designed to grasp the Client 
spacecraft on its Launch Adaptor Ring (LAR), while a SIROM interface is also 
embedded on the end-effector design to grasp the ORU.  

 [HW] ORU Unit: the arm is used to perform the ORU exchange during the servicing 
phase. These units consists in a payload (e.g., a camera or a sensor) with SIROM 
connectors on both side to latch it on the hosting platform, and for being manipulated 
by the robotic arm. 
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2.4.3. Client design 

The client spacecraft considered for EROSS is a vehicle derived from Sentinel-3 design and 
placed on the S1-NG orbit to anticipate for next generation of Copernicus vehicles. For the 
time being, this satellite is supposed to operate on an SSO, at 18:00 LST Ascending Node, 
an inclination of 98.2° and 700 km of altitude. 

As the design of S1-NG spacecraft is not yet known, it was decided to reuse the design and 
simplified models of the first generation of Sentinel 3 spacecraft for which the models are 
fully available for EROSS use case. The Client spacecraft considered within EROSS 
project is then derived from the Sentinel-3A spacecraft developed by Thales Alenia 
Space, while its orbit is the S1-NG one.  

The client satellite has the following physical characteristics for the usecase of validation: 

 Dry mass: 1155 kg 

 Wet mass: 1274 kg 

 Size: 2.2x 2.2 x 3.7 m 

 Solar Array: 6 x 2.5 m, with lateral pantograph. 

This client satellite is supposed to be prepared and cooperative at the time of its servicing 
and shall feature the following “servicing ready” adaptations to ease the rendezvous & 
capture and to make possible the servicing tasks: 

 ASSIST passive interface outside of the Launch Adapter Ring (LAR) perimeter 
(below, in yellow), 

 A SIROM interface located on the payload structural panel (below, on the top), 

 Passive rendezvous aids (e.g. reflectors and paintings) dispatched at several 
locations on the client satellite surface and particularly onto LAR panel and ASSIST 
female interface to ease the relative motion at very close range. 

 These elements are completed by a standard 937 mm Launch Adapter Ring that will 
be used as the grasping interface during capture by the robotic arm. 

 

Figure 2-10: Illustration of the EROSS Client satellite adapted from 
the Sentinel 3 design 
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3. EROSS Product Tree 
In this chapter, all the relevant robotics building blocks developed in the frame of EROSS 
project are listed, including also the technologies coming from previous OG development, 
which have been re-used in EROSS and including  those technologies  coming from previous 
OG development or activities, which have been modified/improved in the frame of EROSS 
project.  

 

From the following Product Tree, the following elements are listed to be specifically 
developed and/or integrated within EROSS project in terms of Hardware (HW) or Software 
(SW) elements. 

- [HW] Robotic Control Unit (RCU) processing board to run the processing and 
navigation algorithms on the raw sensors measurements to feed the OBC layer; 

- [SW] ESROCOS software framework developed in the scope of the past OG1 to 
provide the low-level layer of software development (e.g., protocols, data formats); 

- [SW] ERGO autonomy framework developed in the scope of the past OG2 to 
orchestrate the different GNC functions and the sensors/actuators configuration 
during the ground demonstration; 

- [SW] INFUSE data processing developed in the scope of the past OG3 to transform 
raw sensors data (2D or 3D vision) within a physical data used at GNC level; 

- [SW] I3DS SW developed in the scope of the past OG4 to pre-process and encode 
the raw sensors measurements to feed then the processing and navigation algorithms 
on the RCU units; 

- [HW] I3DS Wide/Narrow-Angle Cameras (WAC/NAC) are provided as COTS 
equipments and integrated within the I3DS SW; 

- [HW] The I3DS Pattern Projector is coupled with the WAC cameras to provide a 3D 
vision system by its specific Pattern Projector processing; 

- [HW] ARAMIS HW are visible & thermal cameras provided as COTS equipments 
whose the interface within I3DS is developed in EROSS; 

- [SW] the BIPR solution of ARAMIS SW developed by SODERN is ported and run on 
one RCU for ground demonstration to process the ARAMIS HW cameras data; 

- [HW] ASSIST refuelling interface used to dock the two spacecraft and transfer fluid; 

- [HW] Latching & Locking Mechanism (LLM) used as an alternative docking interface 
between the two spacecrafts having the proper interface; 

- [HW] SIROM standard interface and Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) developed in 
the past OG5 for the connection of any payload to a given platform; 

- [HW] Gripper system developed in the scope of EROSS project to grasp the Client 
spacecraft during the capture phase at the Launch Adaptor Ring (LAR) level; 

- [HW] I3DS Contact unit system including a Force/Torque sensor and tactile sensors 
to support the Gripper control using compliance methods for a soft capture; 

- [SW] Guidance algorithms for the platform and robotic arm motion of the Servicer  
spacecraft are developed for approaching the Client spacecraft ; 

- [SW] Navigation algorithms filtering and merging the platform and robotic arm 
measurements provided after the INFUSE or ARAMIS processing; 
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- [SW] Control algorithms for the platform and robotic arm coordinated motion of the 
Servicer  spacecraft during the different phases of the mission. 

The following elements are added as support for the ground demonstration and will be 
considered in the following analyses on ethics & dual-usage assessment: 

- [HW] 1x Servicer mock-up integrating the sensors/actuators, and RCU units; 

- [HW] 2x Client mock-ups at scale 1:3 and 1:1 representing the Client spacecraft and 
integrating as well the passive side of ASSIST interface, and one SIROM interface; 

 

The table below lists all the relevant HW developed in the frame of EROSS project or re-
used and/or modified from previous SRC projects. 

Table 3-1: List of EROSS HW 

 
HW 

Developed  
for EROSS 

Re-used  
from other 
projects 

Modified  
from other 
projects 

1.  RCU   X 

2.  I3DS WAC/NAC  X  

3.  I3DS Pattern Projector  X  

4.  ARAMIS HW X   

5.  ASSIST   X  

6.  LLM  X  

7.  SIROM   X 

8.  ORU   X 

9.  Gripper System X   

10.  I3DS Contact Unit  X  

11.  Servicer & Client mock-up X   

 

The table below lists all the relevant SW developed in the frame of EROSS project or re-used 
and/or modified from previous SRC projects. 

Table 3-2: List of EROSS SW 

 SW 
Developed  
for EROSS 

Re-used  
from other projects 

Modified  
from other projects 

12.  ESROCOS  X  

13.  ERGO  X  

14.  INFUSE  X  

15.  I3DS SW  X  

16.  Pattern Projector SW   X 

17.  ARAMIS SW  X  

18.  Platform GNC X   

19.  Robotic Arm GNC X   
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Figure 3-1: EROSS Product Tree 

The elements in dash means that these building blocks will be simulated but are kept in the loop as they are needed for the demonstration 
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4. Overall GNC Architecture 
This section presents the design of the GNC application of the servicer satellite and the 
implementation of a numerical simulator for testing and validation. 

The GNC design responds to two main objectives:  

 Performance objectives: knowledge accuracy and closed-loop accuracy of the 
physical quantities of interest (position and attitude of the servicer spacecraft with 
respect target), enabling proximity operations and docking of two spacecraft in orbit. 

 Implementation objectives: the GNC architecture is chosen to privilege a modular 
approach, enabling the development of re-usable and generic building blocks 
developed in parallel by different partners.  

 

The GNC control loop follows a classic automation scheme (depicted in the following figure). 
The GNC design involves physical elements (modelling of the spacecraft dynamics), 
hardware equipment (sensor and actuators) and numerical elements (software embedded in 
the On-Board computer).  

 

 

Figure 4-1: Overall GNC control loop 

 

The On-Board Software GNC includes the guidance, navigation and control functions and 
the mission and vehicle management, in charge of the coordination between applications 
providing the autonomy features requested for the mission. 

 The Mission and Vehicle Management is implemented in ERGO framework. The 
ERGO agent provides the functionalities needed for triggering mission phases, managing 
automatic transitions between phases when the status of G/N/C functions allows it. 
These actions could follow a pre-established mission plan, but they could also come from 
user requests (through ground telecommands) or from automatic flags generated by the 
on-board applications. Additionally, ERGO manages the activation of sensors and 
actuators, coordinating the data exchange between the different elements (dispatching 
sensor measurements to navigation functions and actuators commands to the hardware 
equipment). 
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 The Guidance function will be implemented with two separated functional blocks. One 
for the Platform Guidance in charge of providing the reference trajectory and attitude 
profiles for servicing, checking the safety of the reference profiles and computing the 
collision avoidance manoeuvre during final approach phase. Another for Robotic Arm 
Guidance in charge of computing the reference trajectory for robotic arm in compliance 
with Client and Servicer safety. 

 The Navigation function will be implemented with two separated functional blocks. One 
for the Platform Navigation through data fusion techniques that will gather and fuse the 
measurements coming from all the sensors to provide an accurate and robust estimation 
of the client motion to the other components. Another for Robotic Arm Navigation in 
charge of estimating the corresponding translational and rotational state vector based on 
the available arm encoder measurements. 

 The Control function will be handled twofold: one functional layer for the classic 
Platform controller with attitude & orbit control functionality, and a second one for the 
Robotic Arm controller. Among them, the interfaces are carefully chosen depending on 
the algorithms used for the coordinated motion. 

The implementation of these functions is explained more in detail in the software design. For 
what concerns more specifically the GNC design, the development of these modules has 
been treated in two separate groups:  

 The Guidance, Navigation and Control function are designed and implemented as 
standalone modules. Its interfaces have been clearly identified and have been frozen 
in an early stage of the design process, enabling parallel development of the 
algorithms and independent testing and validation. Furthermore, the development of 
these blocks follows specific modelling techniques that allow a direct implementation 
from the model to the software application, saving up time in the process and 
reducing the effort of validation. 

 The mission and vehicle management acts as a wrapper of the previous functions, 
and is developed directly in ERGO. In parallel, an emulator of its main functionalities 
has been prepared to be used in the numerical simulations. 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Structure of GNC main components 

The GNC application implements different modes that respond to the different needs for the 
mission phases. The GNC modes can make use of different sensors and actuators and 
different branches of the on-board algorithms for the guidance, navigation and control 
functions. 
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4.1. PLATFORM GNC DESIGN 

The current section presents into details the GNC modes logic during the EROSS nominal 
scenario at the Platform level: it includes then the rendezvous and coordinated modes during 
the approach and capture phases. Their logics from the whole mission perspective is 
updated from the previous PDR documentation to describe the transitions between the 
platform modes, defined themselves by a mapping of the platform G-N-C sub-modes. 

 

The following table lists all the system modes defined at the Platform level. 

 

This synchronisation between separate blocks was mandatory in the view of the experiments 
where the two are run on separate entities (i.e., RCU and OBC). From a functional point of 
view, this separation also makes sense with the IP can be seen as a Sensor Data 
Processing (SDP) stage, as this is called for the inertial sensors (STR, IMU, GNSS,…), while 
the Navigation function focus on the filtering and fusion of the physical signals extracted from 
these SDP layers. 

 

The GNC sub-modes are introduced hereunder, where the grey lines indicates the modes 
implemented and tested within EROSS project. 

 

Table 4-1: Summary of Platform modes and sub-modes 

Group Abbreviation Meaning 

GNC SYSTEM modes 

SAFE MODE SHM Safe Hold Mode 

INERTIAL 
MODES 

I-OCM Orbit Control Mode 

I-NOM Inertial Nominal Mode 

I-CRUISE Cruise Mode 

ACQUISITION 
MODES 

A-TSM Target Searching Mode 

A-TTM Target Tracking Mode 

RELATIVE 
MODES 

R-NOM Relative Nominal Mode 

R-HMM Hoping Manoeuver Mode 

R-SKM Station Keeping Mode 

R-FMM Forced Motion Mode 

R-FFM Free Floating Mode 

R-CCM Composite Control Mode 

ESCAPE 
MODES 

E-CAM Collision Avoidance Mode 

E-FDM Free Drifting Mode 
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4.2. ROBOTIC GNC DESIGN 

In the same logics, the Robotic system modes are introduced hereunder with the mapping of 
their different G-N-C functions. 
 
Major Platform/Robotic Trade-off: 
The harmonization of the GNC modes between the Platform and the Robotic Arm is made to 
maximize the system accuracy and safety during the critical phases of the robotic capture for 
the rendezvous: it is worth recalling that the avionics architecture and the available 
processing & interfaces capabilities drive the level of coupling between both elements (i.e., 
data rate, bandwidth, etc.). Hence, the Robotic Arm is now considered as an independent 
element or payload mounted on the Platform, and whose the GNC modes are developed to 
be coordinated with the overall Platform GNC architecture of the Servicer. It means that the 
Robotic Arm has its own GNC modes and sub-modes and its own autonomy, defined in 
synchronisation with the platform modes, especially for the coordinated motion during 
capture and servicing operations where the Platform is exhibiting the CAMC coordinated 
control mode in the FFM/CCM modes.  
 
The Platform and Robotic modes are simultaneously and synchronously triggered by the 
MVM/ERGO agent during the mission to synchronise the motion of both the arm and its 
base. In the same way as for the Platform, the Navigation sub-modes are actually 
synchronised between a Sensor Data Processing (SDP) layer performing the Image 
Processing of the Robotic WAC (RWAC) camera, and the Navigation (NAV) layer performing 
the fusion of the data with the Platform Navigation signals. This latter is only meant for 
kinematic operations and direct kinematics computation as no filter is involved at the robotic 
level. 
 

All these G-N-C sub-modes are described hereunder, where the grey lines indicates the 
modes implemented and tested within EROSS project. 
 

Table 4-2: Summary of Robotic Arm modes and sub-modes 

Group Acronym Meaning 

ROBOTIC SYSTEM/GNC modes 

NOMINAL  

SAJB Safe Arm Joint Braking 

TOJA Tele-Operated Joint Angle motion 

AJPT Autonomous Joint Planning and Tracking 

CJPT Coordinated Joint Planning and Tracking 

ICPT Inertial Cartesian Planning and Tracking  

RCPT Relative Cartesian Planning and Tracking  

EMERGENCY 
SACA Safe Arm Collision Avoidance 

SARC Safe Arm Retraction at predefined Checkpoints 
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5. Software Design 
EROSS GNC design is the project backbone that drives the software and avionic 
architectures.  

 

5.1. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE 

An overview of the software components of the demonstrator and their deployment is shown 
in . As can be seen, the system is distributed in nature, with I3DS sensor interfaces and 
InFuse processing on the RCU's and ESROCOS / TASTE running on the OBC. The 
communication with actuators such as the robotic arm, gripper, SIROM and ASSIST are 
depicted directly from ESROCOS / TASTE, although some of these interfaces will also be 
hosted on the RCU. 

Three RCUs are planned to distribute the computation and load of the system. One RCU is 
dedicated to the ARAMIS sensor (a smart sensor with an ASN.1 interface following the 
design specification of I3DS) and 2 RCUs for handling cameras and other sensor / actuator 
interfaces (one for the robotic arm and one for the platform). The sensor interfaces on the 
RCUs follow the I3DS interface specification and feed their high-throughput data streams 
directly into the InFuse processing pipelines running on the same RCU. The processed 
output (i.e. pose estimates) can then be sent to the OBC. This reduces both the latency and 
overall load on the GigE networks as well as the necessary size-reduction imposed by 
limitations in the TASTE framework. 

Within ESROCOS- and TASTE-framework, there are different stages of the GNC pipeline 
and input / output interfaces for retrieving measurements and sending control signals. The 
AOCS simulator runs on a different host that participates in the GNC pipeline both with 
sensors and actuators through an interface. The ERGO agent (MVM) is responsible for 
monitoring the state of the different components and sequencing of commands for changing 
modes of the system. Notice that it is now the simulator that sends commands to both the 
platform robotic arm and the UR-10 servicing arm. The gripper, SIROM's, and ASSIST 
interface are still controlled from ESROCOS using TASTE functional blocks. 

Following feedback from GMV, the number of functional blocks is kept low to reduce 
complexity. The standard ASN.1 robotic data types of ESROCOS are used between the 
functional blocks unless otherwise clearly stated, for instance to express the pose of the 
target and joint state of the robotic arm. The direction of the arrows between the GNC blocks 
show the flow of information, in many cases the operation will be initiated by the receiver as 
a call to a provided interface (PI) of the sender. Also, there will be functions in TASTE that 
receive and buffer I3DS/InFuse data and make the last received value (or series of values) 
available through synchronous PI's. For simplicity, these buffers are not shown in . 

The functional blocks of the architecture are described in more detail in the following. 
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5.2. BUILDING BLOCKS INTERFACES 

This section details the software interfaces of the architecture that connect the different 
building blocks deployed on several hardware hosts, as shown here above.  

 

5.2.1. Aramis interface 

The SODERN Aramis sensor combines a monoscopic image stream from either a visible 
light of TIR camera with a 3D model of the target to produce a pose-estimate. The pose-
estimator appears to the rest of the system as an integrated smart sensor with all processing 
needed to produce the estimate from the image stream integrated. For the demonstrator the 
sensor interface and processing pipeline is hosted on a dedicated RCU. 

I3DS has no interface for pose-estimators so a new one must be defined for the Aramis 
sensor. The basic interface for such sensors includes: 

 The standard I3DS sensor interface for commands and status. 

 A command for configuring the mode of the sensor. 

 A monochrome image as output in imaging mode. 

 A pose-estimate 6-DOF measurement with error covariance in tracking mode 

The estimator mode command is a short integer (0 to 255) with meaning depending on the 
implementation of the interface. Mode 0 is the default. For Aramis mode 0 is tracking and 
mode 1 is the imaging mode with visible light and mode 2 is imaging mode with infrared. 

The pose-estimate consists of the following: 

 An offset in cartesian coordinates (right-hand X/Y/Z in meters) and validity flag. 

 A unit quaternion for the rotation (as Euler-parameters η and ε) and validity flag.  

 An error covariance of the position and attitude (6x6 matrix). 

All values are double-precision floating-point in the new ASN.1 message definition 
PoseEstimation of I3DS. All measurements are in the frame of the ARAMIS sensor. 

 

ID Type Input Output State 

16 Command PoseEstimatorMode CommandResponse St. 

128 Topic - PoseEstimation Op. 

129 Topic - Frame Op. 

 

5.2.2. Structured-light camera 

The SINTEF structured-light camera interface combines the Basler HR camera and SINTEF 
pattern illumination from I3DS with processing into one smart sensor that produces an 
ordered point-cloud and an intensity image from several images with different patterns. The 
internal logic configures the shutter, gain and trigger mechanisms of the camera. It operates 
in either pattern mode or as an ordinary I3DS monochrome camera with a non-pattern flash. 

I3DS has no interface for the structured-light camera so a new one must be defined. It 
extends the sensor interface and includes: 

 The standard I3DS sensor interface for commands and status. 

 New commands for setting the mode to either continuous stream of images (camera 
forwarding), sequence of images or 3D point cloud. 

 Monochrome image(s) measurement as output. 
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 An ordered point-cloud measurement as output with the option of also publishing the 
captured  

When the structured-light camera is started in point-cloud mode it will acquire the series of 
images with patterns as configured, process these and output the intensity image and 
ordered point-cloud. Thereafter it will return to standby mode. In this way, the structured light 
camera operation is in a one-shot mode rather than continuous. This reflects the nature of 
the structured light camera where the camera and observed object must be still relative to 
each other during the imaging process. 

 

ID Type Input Output State 

10 Command PointCloudMode CommandResponse St. 

11 Command PointCloudAcquire CommandResponse Op. 

128 Topic - Frame Op. 

129 Topic - PointCloud Op. 

 

When the structured-light camera is started in pattern mode it will acquire the series of 
patterns as configured, process these and output the intensity image and ordered point-
cloud. Thereafter it will return to standby mode. In this way, the structured-light camera 
operation is in a one-shot mode rather than continuous. This reflects the operation of the 
system where the camera and observed object must be still relative to each other during the 
imaging process. 

Initiate Image acqusition Processing

Start Image + Point-Cloud

Images from camera

 

Figure 5-1: Operation of structured-light camera in pattern mode. 

As can be seen above, the total time for getting a point-cloud and intensity image depends 
on the time to initiate the pattern illumination, the number of images in the sequence and the 
time in between them, and the processing time for generating the point-cloud from the image 
sequence. The meta-data of the point-cloud will indicate if no reliable depth information could 
be retrieved due to motion or lack of returned light from the flash. 

As can be seen in the structured-light camera does not connect directly to the GNC. Rather, 
its measurements are consumed by the client pose estimators (RA and PF), and these are 
also responsible for configuring and controlling the sensor. 
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5.2.3. Client pose estimator (PF and RA) 

The platform client pose estimator is an InFuse component that fuses inputs from three 
sources: images from a narrow-angle camera, images from the wide-angle camera and 3D 
point cloud from the pattern camera. From this, it will estimate the pose of the client 
spacecraft relative to the chaser using either TPRN (Target 6 DoF Pose Relative Navigation) 
or RORN (Range Only Relative Navigation) sub-modes. 

The robotic arm InFuse component utilize the Pattern camera in both modes (both as 3D 
point cloud and wide-angle camera) to estimate the pose of the client spacecraft in the RTGI 
frame. 

The sensors all use an I3DS interface, and it is also planned to use the I3DS framework to 
transfer the pose estimate to the GNC components of the TASTE framework, and to accept 
commands. 

As stated in the prior section, the pattern camera can be used as a one-shot point-cloud 
generator and as an ordinary camera with flash. The pose estimator can take advantage of 
both features for producing pose estimates. The pose estimator is responsible for controlling 
the sensors connected to it, for instance to adjust the camera shutter and gain. 

I3DS has no interface for pose-estimators so a new one must be defined. This interface is 
very much like the one used for ARAMIS and includes: 

 The standard I3DS sensor interface for commands and status. 

 A pose-estimate 6-DOF measurement with error covariance in tracking mode 

The estimator mode command is a short integer (0 to 255) with meaning depending on the 
implementation of the interface. Mode 0 is the default. For the Platform InFuse estimator, 
nominal mode (0) is TPRN, whereas 1 is RORN. RA_IP only has a single mode, 0 being the 
only valid mode.  

The pose-estimate consists of the following: 

 An offset in cartesian coordinates (right-hand X/Y/Z in meters) and validity flag. 

 A unit quaternion for the rotation (as Euler-parameters η and ε) and validity flag.  

 An error covariance of the position and attitude (6x6 matrix). 

All values are double-precision floating-point in the new ASN.1 message definition 
PoseEstimation of I3DS. 

The inputs and outputs to the component can be seen summarized in the following table.  

 

ID Type Input Output State 

16 Command  PoseEstimatorMode CommandResponse St. 

128 Topic Frame - Op. 

129 Topic PointCloud - Op 

130 Topic - PoseEstimation Op. 
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5.2.4. Robot arm interface 

While the demonstrator will use a Universal Robots UR-10e 6-DoF robotic arm, the GNC 
software will control the simulated MDA robotic arm. The robotic arm part of the simulator will 
be tied into TASTE and expose an API that accepts a vector of target joint speed setpoints 
(rad/sec) and will return a set of vectors: 

 Joint angles (rads) 

 Joint speed (rad/sec)  

 Joint torque 

 Validity status 

The frequency of the control loop depends on the simulator. 

 

5.2.5. Gripper interface 

The gripper is controlled by the MVM by the TASTE interface GRIPPER_IF in . This interface 
in turn communicates over I3DS with the gripper interface running on RCU3. 

The gripper has a very simple interface with two commands open and close, and four normal 
states as shown in the figure below: 

Open

Closing

Closed

Opening

Close

Open

Open Close

 

Figure 5-2: State machine of the gripper. 

The names of the states and commands in the state machine are prefixed to avoid name 
collision. As can be seen it is possible to abort ongoing opening and closing operations. An 
open command when the gripper is already open is ignored, and similar for the closed state 
and close command. 

The interface is implemented as an I3DS service with inputs and outputs as follows:  

 

ID Type Input Output State 

10 Command GripperCommand CommandResponse All 

11 Query - GripperState All 

 

The CAN bus interface that communicates with the gripper is located on the RCU on the 
robotic arm (RCU3 in ).The gripper interface will send commands and read status messages 
with SocketCAN following the ICD provided by PIAP. 
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5.2.6. SIROM interface 

The two SIROM interfaces on the robotic arm and platform are controlled by the MVM 
through the TASTE interfaces RA_SIROM_IF and PF_SIROM_IF, as shown in . These two 
interfaces in turn communicates over I3DS with the SIROM interfaces running on RCU3 for 
the robotic arm SIROM and RC2 for the platform SIROM. The two interfaces have the same 
input/output and are only differentiated by the ID of the I3DS service. 

The basic commands for a single device exposed through the interface are: 

 STOP (0) 

 Go to RTC (1) 

 Go to CAP (2) 

 Go to LAT (3) 

 Go to CON (4) 

 Go to STANDBY (5) 

The corresponding states are: 

 STANDBY (0) 

 RTC (1) 

 RTC-CAP (2) 

 CAP (3) 

 CAP-LAT (4) 

 LAT (5) 

 LAT-CON (6) 

 CON (7) 

There is also a set of alarm flags: 

 Overcurrent 

 Undervoltage 

 Overvoltage 

 Incorrect mode config 

 Incorrect command 

 Mechanical blockage 

 Command timeout 

 Connection error 

In addition, there are several additional commands for configuration and device telemetry, 
but these are not exposed in the I3DS interface. Rather, the SIROM EGSE will be used to 
monitor and configure the SIROM devices. 

The commands and state polling need to specify the ID of the SIROM device. The SIROM 
interface will provide a service call to list the ID's of SIROM devices connected to the CAN 
bus (up to 16 devices). 

The interface is implemented as an I3DS service with inputs and outputs as follows:  

 

ID Type Input Output State 

10 Command SiromCommand (with SiromID) CommandResponse All 

11 Query - SiromDeviceList All 

12 Service SiromID SiromStatus All 
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The MVM is responsible for monitoring the states of the SIROM devices and to issue 
commands for opening and closing the different devices as part of the ORU exchange 
operation. 

The CAN busses of the SIROM devices will be interfaced from the RCU2/RCU3 using the 
build in CAN controller and the Linux SocketCAN functionality. The TM/TC protocol over 
CAN is described in the SIROM ICD. The SIROM's are powered and monitored using the 
SIROM EGSE. The EGSE is also responsible for interfacing with the ORU payload using 
SpaceWire. 

 

5.2.7. ASSIST interface (ASSIST_IF) 

As seen in , the ASSIST interface is controlled from TASTE / ESROCOS. 

The proposed ASSIST interface considers four different valid commands and three different 
states as shown in the following figure: 

 

 

Figure 5-3 ASSIST State Machine with Commands and States 

  

These commands and states will be reviewed in the frame of the development of the ASSIST 
Interface Control to be used by EROSS MVM to command and monitor the ASSIST 
operations. 

 

The inputs and outputs of the TASTE function are summarized as: 

 

I/O Type Name Parameters 

PI Synchronous Set_ASSIST_Command Command: in ASSIST-Command-t  

PI Synchronous Get_ASSIST_State State: out ASSIST-State-t 

The ERGO agent will be responsible for monitoring the state of the ASSIST interfaces and to 
issue commands for docking and undocking operations. The protocol for communicating with 
the ASSIST interface is proprietary and will be developed to interface with the ASSIST 
Controller via Ethernet. 
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5.2.8. AOCS interface (PF_AOCS_IF) 

As seen in , the AOCS interface is a component within TASTE / ESROCOS and 
communicates with the AOCS simulator executed on another computer host. The primary 
inputs and outputs of the AOCS interface are: 

 Measurements from the platform IMU and star tracker (STR). 

 State and setpoints of reaction wheels (RW) and thrusters (THR). 

The inputs and outputs of the TASTE function are summarized as: 

 

I/O Type Name Parameters 

PI Synchronous Set_AOCS_RW Setpoint: in Wrappers-VectorXd 

PI Synchronous Set_AOCS_THR Setpoint: in Wrappers-VectorXd 

PI Synchronous Get_AOCS_RW Value: out Wrappers-VectorXd 

PI Synchronous Get_AOCS_THR Value: out Wrappers-VectorXd 

PI Synchronous Get_AOCS_IMU Value: out Base-samples-IMUSensors 

PI Synchronous Get_AOCS_STR Value: out Wrappers-Quaterniond 

The AOCS interface will communicate with the simulator software (DSpace) running in a 
separate machine over IP networks using a UDP-based protocol. The protocol for 
communicating with the AOCS simulator is proprietary. Once DSpace has been updated it 
will in turn update the test-bench in order to move the robotic arm etc. 
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5.3. IMPLEMENTATION OF BUILDING BLOCKS 

 

5.3.1. ESROCOS Implementation  

EROSS’ TASTE model contains the agent TASTE Function, which includes the MVM 
functionalities and the functional layer Functions, which contains the interfaces with the 
Hardware and the low-level functionalities. 

It is developed using Kazoo version. 

The following components of ESROCOS are to be reused in EROSS: 

 TASTE framework. Framework with tools and run-time for communication between 
system components at functional level. It is used to model the EROSS Demonstrator 
HW and SW components. It is used to implement the interface between Mission and 
Vehicle Management (ERGO agent) and functional layer (GNC functions); and the 
interface of the GNC functions with the sensors and actuators. 

 ASN1CC. Core component from TASTE used generating for uPER encoders / 
decoders for ASN.1. 

 Robotic data types. Common data types for inter-process communication. Needs to 
be extended with relevant types for EROSS. 

 Common robotics functions. Common robotics functions depending on the needs of 
the functional layer components. 

 

ESROCOS ASN.1 data types may need to be adapted to EROSS. The existing data types 
need to be configured with bound maximum sizes according to the needs of the application. 
In addition, it is expected that new data types need to be defined or integrated in the likely 
case that the existing set of data types does not fulfil all the needs of the functional layer 
interfaces. This will be one of the first activities to be performed in the frame of next activities 
taking into account the interface definition activities conducted during the Preliminary Design 
phase. 

Development environment will be used with a specific configuration based on the EROSS 
preliminary design. 

 

5.3.2. ERGO Implementation 

Mission and Vehicle Management, MVM, is implemented by the ERGO agent, adapted to 
EROSS scenario, and will be in charge of the handling the different mission phases, 
including the automated switching of the different GNC modes and equipment during the 
mission taking into account the information provided by the Ground Segment and the 
information provided by the Functional Layer, OBSW. 

The following components of ESROCOS are to be reused in EROSS: 

 Main agent controller. Component in charge of time/tick handling and the 
communication and synchronization of the different reactors composing the Mission 
and Vehicle Management, i.e. ERGO Agent. 

 Ground Control Interface. Executive reactor in charge of processing TC and TM 
from/to ground, handling autonomy levels and exchange of goals and observations 

 Mission Planner. Executive reactor for E3 autonomy level by means of pre-computed 
mission plans to support the on-orbit servicing scenario. 

 Command Dispatcher. Executive reactor to fulfil the mission by GNC commanding, 
ASSIST commanding, Gripper commanding, SIROM commanding. 
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It is important to highlight that ERGO is partially integrated with ESROCOS, i.e. it makes use 
TASTE framework for model designing and communication between the different ERGO 
components. 

The following evolution activities are foreseen for the ERGO components to be reused: 

 Ground Control Interface evolution or adaptation to take into account the simulated 
interaction between services S/C and Ground Control Segment. It will be in charge of 
processing TC received from Ground Segment and TM from/to Ground Segment and 
handling of the System Autonomy Level.  

 Mission Planner evolution to implement the E3 autonomy level by means of event-
based operations derived from EROSS operations. 

 Command Dispatcher evolution to implement a common interface to the MVM 
allowing the exchange of commands and data between functional layer components 
and the MVM. 

A dedicated functional layer shall be implemented taking into account the EROSS GNC 
architecture for EROSS scenario. This layer shall consider the different platform and robotic 
arm G-N-C functions to perform the on-orbit servicing operations. 

 

5.3.2.1. ERGO overview: MVM implementation  

The overall MVM architecture through the ERGO agent is illustrated in . 

This important component is implemented by the ERGO agent, adapted to EROSS scenario, 
and will be in charge of the handling the different mission phases, including the automated 
switching of the different GNC modes and equipment during the mission taking into account 
the information provided by the Ground Segment and the information provided by the 
Functional Layer, OBSW. 

The reactors can own a set of timelines, where they can post observations and receive 
goals. The timelines can be of two types: 

 State timelines (ST): Used to post information about a certain variable in a passive 
way. These timelines do not accept goals. For example, the flags related timelines 
post the status of a certain flag, which cannot be specifically commanded. 

 Action timelines (AT): Timelines used to command the system. This timelines 
accept goals. This timelines are the ones related to the triggers, which command the 
phase changes.  

For each timeline all the possible predicates are explained. The predicates can be of three 
different types: 

 Active: The predicate can be set by a goal. How to send the goals will be explained 
in the next Section. The way of stopping an active status is to recall the goal that is 
being executed. 

 Inactive: This predicate is obtained when no goal is being executed, either because 
the previously sent goal has finished or because no goal has been sent yet. 

 Error: This predicate represent an error in the timeline. This predicate triggers 
security measures. 

Each predicate has a set of parameters that represent the information needed to understand 
the goal / observation. This information must be always present.  

5.3.2.2. ERGO Reactor: Ground Control Interface (GCI) 
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This reactor in in charge of processing the TC received from Ground Segment and the TM to 
be sent to the Ground Segment. It is also in charge of handling the System Autonomy Level. 
This reactor doesn’t need adaptations or modifications from the reactor developed in ERGO. 
The following TC commands are considered: 

 E1 and E2 telecommands. This are low level commands to be executed immediately 
(E1) or at a certain moment (E2).  

 E3 Plan Commands. This commands contains plans with all the necessary steps to 
complete the mission. 

 E3 OBCPs. The OBCP commands allow the user to execute micro-python scripts to 
ease the testing or development.  

E4 Telecommanding is not considered in this scenario.  

This reactor doesn’t have any internal timelines and is subscribed to all of the timelines in 
order to generate the needed TM. 

 

5.3.2.3. ERGO Reactor: Mission Planner Reactor (MPR) 

This reactor is in charge of managing autonomous operations in the frame of E3 autonomy 
level, i.e. it manages the event-based operations. This reactor has been extended from the 
one developed in ERGO to be able to execute parallel goals. This implies the following 
adaptations into the plan execution and monitoring: 

 Several goals can be generated from the PDDL domain. 

 When executing this goals, the MPR monitoring component takes into account all 
the necessary conditions to consider the goals achieved. 

 All the conditions to finish the goal do not need to be received at the same time. The 
MPR waits for all the conditions. 

 Conditions non related to goals can also be handled. This allows the MPR to use the 
flags to determine when a certain phase has been completed. 

E4 on-board planning is not considered in this scenario, only E3 plans are executed from the 
reactor. 

This reactor has two internal timelines and is subscribed to all the trigger and flags timelines 
in order to correctly execute the mission. The internal timelines are described in the table 
below.  

 

5.3.2.4. ERGO Reactor: GNC Manager 

This reactor is in charge of interfacing between the MPR and the Platform and Robotic Arm 
related modules in the functional layer. It implements the Command Dispatcher Reactor 
developed in ERGO without the need to extend it. This reactor is not subscribed to any 
timeline. 

The timelines related to the Platform this reactor owns are the following ones: 

 

5.3.2.5. ERGO Reactor: Vitre Reactors 
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These reactors are used to visualize in an easy manner the evolution of the timelines. Given 
the number of them presents in the scenario, two different instances of this reactor are being 
used to separate the timelines and ease the monitoring. These reactors have been lightly 
updated from the one developed in ERGO to accommodate the specific needs of the project 
(e.g. having different instances connected to different timelines) 

 PF Vitre: Displays the evolution of the platform related timelines, in addition to the 
phase timeline. 

 RA Vitre: Displays the evolution of the Robotic Arm related timelines, in addition to 
the phase timeline.  
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5.3.3. I3DS SW Implementation 

The following components of I3DS are to be reused in EROSS: 

 The I3DS ASN.1 sensor interface definition. 

 The I3DS C++ framework with sensor classes, emulators and tools. 

 The I3DS Basler HR camera and its interface. 

 The I3DS pattern illumination device. 

 The I3DS trigger service on the ICU/RCU. 

 The I3DS Xilinx PetaLinux meta-layer support code. 

 The I3DS pre-processing algorithms for converting pattern images to a point-cloud. 

The EROSS project has the role as product maintainer for I3DS, and thus has a special role 
in the evolution of I3DS. Much work has been done to facilitate the integration with InFuse 
and ESROCOS, and to develop new sensor interfaces as needed. For more details on this 
refer to D6.9. 

The following tasks have been finished or are close to being finished before the CDR in the 
scope of EROSS: 

 The I3DS ASN.1 sensor interface has been split out as a separate library that the 
other I3DS components can link to. This also includes adding proper namespace-
support to the compiled ASN.1 parser to allow for libi3ds_asn1 to co-exist with other 
ASN.1 parser exposed through TASTE. 

 The I3DS and InFuse ASN.1 definitions are being harmonized to facilitate the 
integration of the two frameworks. It was also considered to use the I3DS 
communication library for transporting the InFuse data products between hosts, but 
this was not a feasible approach. 

 A new sensor interface for the ARAMIS poses estimator is added to the I3DS 
interfaces and C++ framework, including an emulator for early testing. 

 An update to the existing GigE camera interface in order to provide a sequence 
mechanism, i.e. capture a set of N images from the camera. I3ds_camera_emulator 
has been updated with this functionality, i3ds_configure_camera has been updated to 
handle the new sequence-extension. 

 A new sensor interface for the structured-light camera is added to I3DS. The interface 
extends the ordinary camera interface and can produce both ordinary image 
measurements (continuous stream and a sequence of images) and point-clouds from 
several images. This includes ASN.1 definition update to both the camera and point-
cloud ASN.1 definition. This new "combination node" will present itself to the I3DS 
network as 2 distinct nodes. 

 A new set of ASN.1 definition for the pattern projector I3DS sensor node. This is 
internal to I3DS and will not affect the TASTE-I3DS ASN.1 exchange. 

 An updated library for pre-processing sets of structured light images that readily links 
to applications and is portable between x86_64 and arm64. 

 

The integration with TASTE / ESROCOS and InFuse is an ongoing process, where early 
integration efforts before the PDR to verify that the communication lines between the 
components were functional. There were some problems with compiling and linking ASN.1 
encoders / decoders together due to name collisions in C. This has been sorted out by 
adapting the generated parsers generated from asn1scc. The original C-code is modified by 
the build-scripts to C++ with namespaces and renaming defined constants. This yields a 
dynamic library with all the required ASN.1 parsers in a dedicated namespace. 

The I3DS meta-layer for Xilinx PetaLinux has been updated for the new RCU that is based 
on the Trenz SOM. All the build recipes and components has been updated to the latest 
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toolchain version (PetaLinux v2019.2). This required substantial effort, but has paid off with 
newer libraries, newer kernel and more robust build tools. 

Work is also in progress together with the maintainers of InFuse to see what algorithms can 
be accelerated using the Xilinx xfopencv library that provides FPGA-implementations of a 
selected number of core OpenCV algorithms. The use of machine acceleration is paramount 
for efficient processing on the Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ that is otherwise a rather slow ARM 
Cortex A53. 

 

The structured-light camera will be improved to function as an integrated sensor and will be 
sought to take advantage of the machine acceleration in the Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ for 
processing several images with different patterns into a point-cloud. This work is of great 
importance to the project, as two pattern cameras are in use for several purposes in the 
inspection, docking and servicing operations. The finished product should be of value for 
future projects as well and will represent a novelty in full sunlight operation.  

There is a continuous effort to improve the I3DS framework in terms of refactoring code, 
removing faults and improving the performance. SINTEF is also in contact with other OG's to 
assist in the integration of new sensors and to provide improvements and corrections as 
needed to use I3DS for the other use-cases. 

The build process for the I3DS framework and BSP's for the RCU are being automated using 
Git integration and the Bamboo build framework. There is now also a Docker image for the 
I3DS framework for easy installation and integration. This is further elaborated in D6.9 I3DS 
Product Report, Ch 5 "Xilinx PetaLinux and EROSS CI/CD". This also includes usage of the 
Board Support Packages (BSPs) generated for the EROSS RCU and Trenz eval kit 
(TE0808-04-9GI21-AS). 
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5.3.4. INFUSE SW Implementation 

5.3.4.1. INFUSE algorithm: TARGET Pose estimator status 

During WP3 further refinement of the target pose estimator architecture for EROSS was 
performed. The final solution as per CDR milestone would be to have the complete target 
pose estimator inside the RCU. The figure below shows the internal estimator’s high-level 
architecture, with the orchestrator element and the two modes (RORN and TPRN). It also 
shows a summary of the high-level data and command input and output signals between the 
estimator and the rest of the EROSS solution. More detailed signal information may be found 
in D3.6.  

 

 

 

Figure 5-4 : Target Pose Estimator architecture 

 

The current status of the development and integration of the different modes and of the 
porting of the solution to the RCU can be seen in the following sub-sections.  

Further details on the development, integration and validation plan for each of the elements 
inside the target pose estimator module can be found in D3.10. The results on the testing of 
the different modes can be seen in more detail in D3.6.  
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RORN (Range Only Relative Navigation) 

This navigation mode is used to estimate the distance between the servicer and client 
satellites using a heterogeneous stereoscopic camera system (a Narrow Angle Camera and 
a Wide Angle Camera).  

 

TPRN (Target Pose Relative Navigation) 

The TPRN mode is the nominal navigation mode for EROSS. It uses model-based detection 
and tracking algorithms to provide full pose estimation of the client satellite.  

 

System on Chip Design of the RCU 

Since the target pose estimator SW module will be fully running on the RCU, the porting of 
the dependencies and the CDFF was started during WP3 and will continue on WP4.  

 

 

5.3.4.2. INFUSE algorithm: GRIPPER Pose Estimator Status 

During WP3 further refinement of the gripper pose estimator architecture was performed. 
Following along the developments of the target pose estimator, the CDR milestone would 
see the gripper pose estimator running on the RCU.  

The gripper pose estimator is implemented as a data-driven fiducial marker detection 
framework. A configuration file describing the position, orientation and size of each marker is 
used to estimate the pose of a multi-marker fiducial using only the visible subset of markers. 
With this architecture, a single pose estimator can be used for the detection of all the fiducial 
interfaces used throughout the mission: the PRINCE interface, an evolution of the 
COMRADE marker pattern used to locate the ASSIST and a bespoke design used to locate 
the SIROM. This function is implemented under the Robotic Arm Image Processing (RAIP) 
block in the Pose Based Image Processing mode. 

The initial implementation of the  Pose Based Image Processing mode is complete. A 
functional solution has been implemented for the PRINCE marker family. Current 
developments focus on the implementation of the configuration file and increasing the 
robustness and performance of the pose estimation.  

The mode has been tested in a Gazebo-based simulator which provides a first-approximation 
of the performance of the system. More representative testing using the SpiCam image 
generator in underway. The simulators differ mostly in their graphical fidely with the latter 
being more accurate.  
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5.3.5. ARAMIS SW Implementation  

The development of the I3DS interface has just started thanks to the delivery of the native 
API from SODERN. This work will be carried out by TASF in cooperation with SINTEF. There 
are on-going discussions with SODERN to assure that the integration will be possible without 
much effort. 
 

5.3.6. Structured-Light SW Implementation 

The workings of the structured-light camera are described in the architectural section of this 
document. The implementation of the sensor will be based on the Basler HR camera, the 
pattern projector and a new I3DS combination sensor that can act as both a 3D point cloud 
sensor as well as a regular camera with a flash. The existing pre-processing code developed 
by University of Cranfield (UoC) in the I3DS project was quite inaccessible and challenging to 
include in any reasonable way. The somewhat convoluted code combined with it being hard 
coded for a different image size with a deep chain of dependencies made refactoring and 
restructuring of the code a necessity. Since no tests were available, this led to a situation 
where every change would potentially introduce errors in the resulting point-cloud. The final 
straw was the licence added by UoC that would cause all future changes to the code to still 
belong in its entirety, to UoC and not the project. 

In order to rectify this, work was started during the summer of 2020 to create a separate 
structured light library (libsll) that would be 

a) Developed following TDD practices so that future changes and refactoring would be 
covered by tests. 

b) Only dependant on OpenCV as external library 
c) Built as a shared object library to make linking and development of applications easier 

and faster. 

The development of the integrated structured-light camera was started during the summer of 
2020 and will result in a combination-sensor that can act as both a camera (with a flash) and 
as a 3D point cloud sensor. When in 3D-pointcloud mode, it will use functionality provided by 
libsll to calculate the intensities and coordinates of each pixel to construct an accurate 3D 
point cloud. Included in this project is a config-tool required to properly configure the new 
sensor as well as a visualization tool to show the generated pointcloud. The latter is primarily 
intended as a development aid for partners looking to use the 3D-pointcloud node 

 

5.3.7. Actuators SW Interfaces 

The interfaces for the PIAP gripper and SIROM interfaces await the finalization of the ICD's 
describing the CAN protocol for communicating with the hardware. SINTEF is in tight 
dialogue with PIAP and SENER to assure that the protocols are in accordance with the 
specified architecture. The implementation will made as a thin protocol converter between an 
I3DS service and CAN using the Linux CANSocket API that is available on both the Xilinx 
PetaLinux and ordinary Ubuntu PC's alike. Required libraries for CANSocket was added to 
the RCU OS release in RCU v2.3 
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6. Hardware Design 

6.1. ROBOTICS CONTROL UNIT (RCU)  

The Robotics Control Unit (RCU) is an evolution of the Instrument Control Unit (ICU) that 
was developed during I3DS. It is an embedded computing platform that is well suited to real-
time control applications with numerous I/O including standard and non-standard interfaces 
due to it being based on a Xilinx Zynq MPSoC, which includes application processors, real-
time processors and FPGA fabric on a single chip. While the Zynq is a commercial 
technology, the RCU has a direct “route to flight” in targeting the upcoming European FPGA, 
NanoXplore’s NG-Ultra. 
 
The Robotics Control Unit (RCU) design is under TAS-UK responsibility. A detailed design of 
the Robotics Control Unit (RCU) has been finalized and also validated by means of specific 
functional tests performed on manufactured specimen and breadboard. A description of the 
Robotics Control Unit (RCU) design is presented in the following part.  
 

6.1.1. Design Description 

The RCU is comprised of three main electronics sub-assemblies: the TAS-UK Carrier Card 
and two daughter-boards, the TAS-UK Mezzanine Module and Trenz Electronique TE0808 
SOM (System On Module). 

The TAS-UK Carrier Card provides the supporting circuitry such as power supplies, power-
on reset and safe sequencing for the TE0808 SOM, which is itself a COTS solution 
implementing the Zynq MPSoC, DDR4 and Flash memory onto a credit-card sized module. 
Using the TE0808 SOM reduces the risk of developing the FPGA and DDR circuitry and also 
simplifies the procurement and manufacture of a small-scale production using a mid/high-end 
Xilinx device. The Carrier Card also provides a number of standard interfaces that are 
expected to be repeatedly used across different projects that may wish to use the RCU 
hardware e.g. Gigabit Ethernet, SpaceWire, CAN and 1553.  

    

Figure 6-1: RCU assembly view (CAD and real view) 

 

The Mezzanine Module is a custom daughter-board which provides additional interfaces and 
I/O, including the bespoke interfaces developed for the I3DS sensor suite such as the 
Pattern Projector (discrete opto-isolated trigger interface) and Force/Torque sensor (SPI over 
LVDS). 
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The following figures include detailed view of the main electronics assemblies showing the 
three PCB assemblies mated together. 

   

Figure 6-2: View of the General Assembly showing the three PCB 
assemblies mated together 

The table below details the RCU Front Panel interfaces and their interface specifications.  

Panel ID Connector Type Connected to Interface Speciation 

IMU DB9F IMU RS422 and 12 V Power  

RS232 DB9M LIDAR- Standard PC DB9 COM Port 

PP DB9M Pattern Projector Opto trigger O/Ps and status inputs. 

WA DB9M Wide Angle Illumination Opto trigger O/Ps and RS232 UART 

CAN - A&B DB9M - CAN Bus A & B 

Power Control MDR-26S Keene Power Switches Opto-isolated outputs 

Thermistor MDR-26S Thermistors Thermistor sensing I/Ps 

Trigger MDR-20S Camera Triggers Opto-isolated camera trigger O/Ps, 1 LVDS Output 

ETH1 RJ45 Ethernet Switch Gbit Ethernet 

 2 x USB3.0 / 2.0 - USB3.0 / USB2.0 

ETH2 RJ45 Ethernet Switch Gbit Ethernet 

 2x USB3.0 / 2.0 - USB3.0 / USB2.0 

ETH3&4 2 x RJ45 Ethernet Switch Gbit Ethernet 

SpW(1..6) 6 x MDM-9S - SpaceWire peripherals 

SpFi(1..2) 2 x eSata - SpaceFibre I/P Not Implemented 

12 V Torque M12 4-wire Torque/Force 12 V  12 V Power Output 

12 V Tactile M12 4-wire Contact/Tactile 12 V  12 V Power Output 

ADC Torque MDM-9S Torque/Force Data SPI using LVDS 

ADC Tactile MDM-9S Contact/Tactile Data SPI using LVDS  

PPS DB9M 1 PPS Source RS232 and LVDS I/P and O/P 

Display DisplayPort - Display Port 

UART Micro-USB Development PC USB2.0 

JTAG Micro-USB Development PC USB2.0 

Boot DIP Switch n/a Selects Boot Mode 

SD Micro SD - Micro SD Card 

Table 6-1: EROSS RCU Front Panel Interfaces 
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The figure below shows a CAD rendering of the Front Panel. 

 

 Figure 6-3: RCU Front Panel view 

 

6.1.2. General Specifications 

By way of summary, the table below presents the general specification of the RCU in terms 
of physical and interfaces characteristics.   

 

General Name Robotics Control Unit (RCU) 

  Manufacturer TAS-UK 

  Output Data Type Various raw/processed sensor data products 

  Data Unit Standardised ASN.1 formats 

Physical Mass 1.5 kg (1 card)  

14 kg (3 cards in rack + PSU) 

  Dimensions (W x H x D) 280 x 260 x 800 mm (1 card)  

310 x 275 x 500 mm (3 cards in rack + PSU) 

  Accommodation  Ground 

Interfaces Data rate Multiple. Typically 1 Gbps (Ethernet), 

Max 6.25 Gbps (USB3, SpaceFibre) 

  Data Connector 4x Gigabit Ethernet + multiple sensor interfaces 

  Trigger Connector MDR20 socket (+ 3.5 mm jack breakout adapter) 

  Power Connector Input: 12 V Molex Minifit or cPCI backplane.  

Output: 12 V on industrial M12 connectors. 

  Thermal Interface N/A 

Table 6-2: RCU general specifications 
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6.2. I3DS FORCE/TORQUE SENSOR 

The F\T Sensor hardware consists of structural element and analogue electronics to 
measure the torques and forces applied to the End-Effector/tool interface of the robotic arm. 
The device is enclosed with aluminium case. The case contains strain gauges and PCB with 
board-mounted receptacles. The PCB of F/T Sensor shares the case with the PCB of the 
Tactile Sensor.  
 
The F\T sensors development is under PIAP responsibility. It has been developed and tested 
in scope of the I3DS project (OG4). A general description of the F\T Sensor design and 
performances are reported in the following part.   
 

 

6.2.1. Design Description 

The F/T Sensor is designed to operate with 12VDC power supply. However, the applicable 
voltage range is 9-18VDC. The device consumes up to 400mA. The F/T Sensor measures 
forces and torques, both in three axes. The measurement ranges are as follows: 

 Torque: -10/+10 Nm 

 Force: -150N/+150N 

The F/T Sensor provides data over SpaceWire cable, using SPI protocol with 12-bit 
resolution. The F/T sensor view is presented below:  

 

Figure 6-4:F/T sensor isometric view (left – reality; right – CAD model) 
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6.2.2. General Specifications 

By way of summary, the table below presents the general specification of the F\T sensors in 
terms of physical and interfaces characteristics.   

 

General Name F/T sensor 

  Manufacturer PIAP Space/ZEPWN 

  Output Data Type Digital values wrapped in SPI frames as in User Manual 

  Data Unit 11 bit resolution force/torques measurement 

Physical Mass 2,2 kg 

  Dimensions (W x H x D) 174 x 88 x 174 

  Accommodation  End-Effector on UR10 

Interfaces Data rate Depends on the rate of request frequency 

  Data Connector 9-PIN Micro-D PCB female connector 

GMR7580-9S-1BPN 

  Trigger Connector TBD 

  Power Connector M12 4-wire industrial female connector  

M12A-04PFFS-SF8001  

  Thermal Interface N/A 

Table 6-3: F\T sensors general specifications 
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6.3. STRUCTURED-LIGHT 3D CAMERA  

This hardware element results from the combination of a Pattern Projector with a visual 
camera with sufficient sensitivity in the projector spectrum. This combination allows to derive 
3D measurements from the projection of known light pattern onto the scene. High intensity 
infrared optical radiation is emitted from the pattern projector (860 nm wavelength). The high 
power and the lack of blink reflex at this wavelength makes this a hazardous light source. 
Wear proper protective goggles (>OD3) when closer than 2 m from the unit.  

 
The design of the pattern illumination unit architecture is under SINTEF responsibility. A 
detailed design has been finalized and also validated by means of specific functional tests on 
manufactured system. A general description of the Pattern Projector and performances are 
reported in the following part.  
 
 

6.3.1. Design Description 

The pattern projection unit is intended to be used in conjunction with a suitable camera. 
When properly calibrated, a priori knowledge about the projected pattern and camera / 
projector geometry will allow for 3D measurements through triangulation-based principles. 
The technique is known as Structured Light 3D. The Pattern Projector HW view is shown in 
the following figure:  

 

Figure 6-5: The pattern illumination unit. 

 

A general overview of the pattern illumination unit is provided in following figure. A VCSEL 
(Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser) illuminates a DMD (Digital Micro-mirror Device) chip. 
The DMD controller is responsible for the creation of pre-defined illumination patterns. Timing 
is provided through an input trig, given by the ICU unit (or directly from a camera with a 
suitable trigger output).The 12 V input powers the microcontroller, the DMD controller and 
the electronics for trig distribution and signal conditioning. The 24 V input powers the VCSEL 
driver.  
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Figure 6-6: Overview of the pattern illumination unit. 

 

6.3.2. General Specifications 

By way of summary, the table below presents the general specification of the Pattern 
Projector in terms of physical and interfaces characteristics.   

 

General Name Pattern Project  

  Manufacturer SINTEF 

  Output Data Type Ethernet 

  Data Unit 8-12 bit grayscale image, 3D Pointcloud (floating 
point) 

Physical Mass Depending on final assembly (baseplate, projector, 
basler cam) 

  Dimensions (W x H x D) Projector: 224x172x120, Final assembly: TBD 
(awaiting baseplate) 

  Accommodation  End-effector on UR10 and Servicer Mockup 

Interfaces Data rate Depends on configuration (10 fps 4Mpx 12 bit image: 
80MB/sec, 3DPC: 48MB size, rate N/A) 

  Data Connector RJ45 

  Trigger Connector 9 pin DSUB 

  Power Connector HRS 6p 

  Thermal Interface N/A 

External 
harness 

Harness length 8m (standard basler HRS-6p cable length) 

 Ethernet connector RJ45 

 CAN connector N/A 

 Power supply (28V) 12V DC (HRS 6p) or 48V PoE, +24V for VCSEL 

Table 6-4: Pattern Projector general specifications 
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6.4. ARAMIS CAMERAS 

ARAMIS which stands for Approach and Rendezvous Autonomous Multi-mission Integrated 
Sensor is a concept of vision-based passive rendezvous sensor for upcoming on-orbit 
servicing missions and active debris removal. Based on passive sensing in the infrared and 
visible bands, ARAMIS is being designed to support all phases of a rendezvous with 
cooperative and uncooperative targets, from far range to close range and proximity 
operations. 

The basic architecture of the smart sensor is that of optical heads connected to a high 
performance electronic unit running advanced algorithms that will allow the delivery of a 
target’s LOS in far range, and up to LOS, relative range and relative attitude (6 DoF pose) in 
close range using the 3D model of the target. 

ARAMIS-eXGS (for embedded eXperimental Ground Sensor) is a demonstrator of a 
distributed version of ARAMIS focusing on close range rendezvous that is being 
implemented in the frame of EROSS using COTS cameras and one of the I3DS ICU 
(renamed RCU) processing node to run the sensor 6 DoF pose measurements algorithms. 

The ARAMIS sensors design is under SODERN responsibility. A detailed design has been 
finalized and also validated by means of specific functional tests performed on manufactured 
specimen and breadboard. A description of the ARAMIS sensors is presented in the 
following part.  
 

6.4.1. Design Description 

ARAMIS demonstrator called ARAMIS-eXGS is made of four parts: 

 A monochrome visible camera  

 A thermal infrared camera with a power converter and cable for power supply  

 A processing unit which is one processing node of the RCU 

 A software running on the processing unit that manages the demonstrator operating 
modes and TCs/TMs and controls the cameras (basic software and drivers), and 
tracks the 6 DoF pose of the Client (application software) 

The figure below shows the ARAMIS devices tree: 

 

Figure 6-7: ARAMIS-eXGS product tree 

ARAMIS-eXGS is configured as a Client-Server model based on Gigabit Ethernet. The 
software is server and communicates with the OBSW which is the client. The sensor 
receives TC and provides TM in ASN.1 SCC formats. 

ARAMIS-eXGS uses one channel, either visible or thermal infrared, at a time. The channel is 
chosen and commanded by the OBSW. 
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The main operating modes are Tracking mode and Imaging mode. Tracking mode requires a 
designation for its initialization and then continuously tracks the 6 DoF pose of the Client. It 
has an option to output the raw images along with the pose measurements for the expertise 
of the smart sensor results during the validation of the unit and EROSS final demonstration.  

Imaging mode only provides raw images to look at the scene in case Tracking would 
permanently fail for instance. Both modes are mutually exclusive meaning they are not active 
at the same time. 

 

6.4.2. General Specifications 

By way of summary, the table below presents the general specification of the ARAMIS 
sensors in terms of physical and interfaces characteristics.   
 

General Name ARAMIS  

  Manufacturer Sodern 

  Output Data Type 6 DoF pose measurements in ASN.1 formats over 
Ethernet 

  Data Unit International System of Units (SI) 

Physical Mass TIR camera : < 0.5 kg (w/o lens) 

Visible camera: < 0.25 kg (w/o lens) 

  Dimensions (W x H x D) TIR camera : < 70 x 70 x 150 mm (with lens TBC) 

Visible camera: < 50 x 60 x 90 mm (w/o lens) 

  Accommodation  Servicer mock-up 

Interfaces Data rate Typically 1 Gbps (Gigabit Ethernet) 

  Data Connector TIR camera: Gigabit Ethernet 

Visible camera: Gigabit Ethernet 

  Trigger Connector TIR camera: no 

Visible camera: Hirose HR10A-10R-12PB 
connector 

  Power Connector TIR camera: Hirose p/n HR10A-7R- 5S(73) 
connector 

Visible camera: Hirose HR10A-10R-12PB 
connector or GigE interface 

  Thermal Interface N/A 

External 
harness 

Harness length  

 Ethernet connector RJ45 male 

 CAN connector N/A 

 Power supply (28V) TIR camera: 6-12 VDC 

Visible camera: 7-25 VDC 

Table 6-5: ARAMIS sensors general specifications 
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6.5. SIROM INTERFACE 

This chapter presents the design of the Standard Interface for RObotic Manipulation 
(SIROM) of payloads, named SIROM 2.0. The development of the Standard Interface for 
RObotic Manipulation (SIROM) is under SENER responsibility. The SIROM design is based 
on its previous concept but introducing several changes. The most important upgrade is the 
implementation of compact space flight electronics (based on SENER IRIS-T heritage) into 
the mechanism envelope in order to have a complete integrated electro-mechanical product 
ready to operate. 
 
A detailed design of the SIROM has been finalized by SENER and its manufacturing is in 
progress. Even if functional tests have not been performed yet, a detailed user manual has 
been already provided by SENER. A brief description of the Standard Interface for RObotic 
Manipulation (SIROM) design and performance specifications are reported in the paragraphs 
4.2.1 and 4.2.2.  
 

6.5.1. Design description 

This section provides the SIROM hardware design description. It encompasses general 
dimensions, interfaces and a brief description of the elements shown. The following figures 
show several views of SIROM 2.0 electro-mechanical 3D model. Connectors plate, latches 
and capture tab are not shown for clarification purposes. SIROM main external elements are:  
 

 Mechanical IF assembly: It includes housing supporting guiding petals and elements 
for mechanical connection, such as latches, capture tabs, transmission system, etc.  
 

 Functional IF assembly: It includes the Connectors Plate, where all mating connectors 
are installed. Thermal interface is removed from the Connectors Plate for EROSS 
application due to the UR10 servicer robot load limitations.  

 

 Electronic Box assembly: It includes housing supporting SIROM 2.0 electronics (i.e., 
PCB driver, PCB power and internal harness).  

 

 Rear connectors: It includes external rear connectors required for operating SIROM 
mechanism and the functional interfaces.  

 

Figure 6-8: SIROM 2.0 Electro-mechanical 3D model 
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The following reference system can be used for SIROM, where the origin is located at the 
interface plane, i.e., where the top surface of the Client structural panel is mounted (see  

Figure 6-10). 

 

Figure 6-9 SIROM reference frame 

As shown in figure below, envelope dimensions above interface plane are: 

 Base: 120 mm diameter 

 Height (+Z): 38,5 mm  

Envelope dimensions underneath interface plane are: 

 Base: 160 mm diameter 

 Height (-Z): 99,7 mm 

 

Figure 6-10 SIROM main dimensions 
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SIROM plane of contact, i.e., plane where two SIROMs contact each other when latching is 
completed: 

 Distance plane of contact – interface plane (+Z): 26,5 mm 

 

Figure 6-11 Plane of contact 

 

Other dimensions of SIROM 2.0 are shown below. 

 

Figure 6-12 Mechanism main dimensions 
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The following figure shows SIROM androgynous axis. It is to be reminded that SIROM has 
one angular rotational position so that pin lines are correctly connected. 

 

Figure 6-13 Androgynous axis 

Estimated SIROM 2.0 total mass is 1,6kg. The mass budget is as follows:  

 Mechanical and functional interfaces: 0,8kg  

 Electronics housing and cover: 0,2kg  

 Electronics PCBs: 0,4kg  

 Harness: 0,2kg 

 

Latches envelope dimensions are understood as the space outside SIROM housing they 
occupy in their whole stroke. The outermost latch position occurs at “Ready-to-capture” 
position and the dimensions to be taken into account to avoid interference with external parts 
are shown in figure below. 

  

Figure 6-14: Latches envelope dimensions. Lateral view 
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SIROM is to be bolted with (6x) M3 bolts in a 151mm diameter circumference as per figure 
below. 

Regarding configuration of SIROM for Client satellite, servicer satellite and End Effector, 
there is no preferred angular position. The only constraint depends on robot reachability and 
on the fact that SIROM has one angular rotational position for mating (each 120º rotation is 
not valid). 

 

Figure 6-15 SIROM upper view 

SIROM is provided with two rear connectors for external harness connection. However, for 
EROSS application, only one harness is necessary. The dimensions of the needed harness 
are: 

 Number of harness: one 

 Thickness: 20mm diameter 

 Bending radius: 100-200mm radius 

 

Figure 6-16 Rear connectors 
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6.5.2. General Specifications 

By way of summary, the table below presents the general specification of the SIROM in 
terms of physical and interfaces characteristics.   

 

General Name SIROM 

  Manufacturer SENER Aeroespacial 

  Output Data Type Ethernet, CAN 

  Data Unit Byte 

Physical Mass 1.5 kg 

  Dimensions (W x H x D) 160mm x 138.2mm x 160mm 

  Accommodation  UR10, Servicer mockup, Client mockup 

Interfaces Data rate 5 Mbit/s approx (Ethernet) 

  Data Connector Nicomatic 30 pin male connector 

  Trigger Connector N/A 

  Power Connector Nicomatic 30 pin male connector 

  Thermal Interface N/A 

External harness Harness length 4 meters 

 Ethernet connector RJ45 male 

 CAN connector 2x D-sub9 female 

 Power supply (28V) Bananas 

Table 6-6: SIROM general specifications 
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6.6. ORU UNIT 

The demonstration of an Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) replacement procedure will be 
performed by removing an ORU from the Client and mating it to the Servicer. The same ORU 
will then be picked up again from the Servicer and mated to the Client. This reduces the 
number of SIROM interfaces and ORU assemblies that are needed for the demonstration. 
However, this still requires at least 5 SIROM interfaces – 1 for the client, 1 for the Platform, 1 
for the End Effector and 2 for the ORU. The SIROMs will be powered by the SIROM EGSE, 
which will also monitor the status of the SIROMs and provide telemetry during integration 
and testing. The backend of the SIROMs will require a SpaceWire connection for data and a 
CAN controller for commanding. 
 
The Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) design is under SENER responsibility. A detailed 
design of the Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) has been finalized. Even if functional tests 
have not been performed yet, a detailed user manual has been already provided by SENER 
including ORU design information. A brief description of the ORU design is reported in the 
paragraphs 4.3.1.  

 

6.6.1. Design Description 

Although not part of SIROM HW ICD, SENER has included in this document a detailed 
section describing the Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) design envisaged in the frame of 
EROSS project. The following figures provide a view of the ORU design including its 
assembly with the SIROM.   
 

 

Figure 6-17 ORU and SIROMs 

 

ORU dimensions are shown in the following figures.  
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Figure 6-18 ORU main dimensions 

ORU mass budget is as follows: 

 Two SIROMs: 2x 1,6 kg= 3,2kg 

 ORU: 1,4kg 

Estimated ORU total mass is 4,6kg. 

 

6.6.2. General Specifications 

By way of summary, the table below presents the general specification of the ORU in terms 
of physical and interfaces characteristics.   

 

General Name ORU 

  Manufacturer SENER Aeroespacial 

  Output Data Type Ethernet, CAN 

  Data Unit Byte 

Physical Mass 4.6  kg (including two SIROMs) 

  Dimensions (W x H x D) 180mm x 180mm x 250mm 

  Accommodation  UR10, Servicer mockup, Client mockup 

Interfaces Data rate 5 Mbit/s approx (Ethernet) 

  Data Connector SIROM 

  Trigger Connector N/A 

  Power Connector SIROM 

  Thermal Interface N/A 

External harness Harness length None 

 Ethernet connector None 

 CAN connector None 

 Power supply (28V) None 

Table 6-7: ORU general specifications 
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6.7. GRIPPER SYSTEM 

The LAR Gripper is developed to ensure capturing, berthing and stabilizing the Client 
Satellite. This design is expected to be compatible with multiple models of spacecrafts 
Launch Adapter Rings (LAR) to enable grasping/berthing to both monolithic and designed for 
servicing target satellites, since LAR interface occur in most spacecrafts, has standard 
dimensions, high stiffness and no thermal blankets.  
 
The LAR Gripper design is under PIAP responsibility. The detailed design of the Gripper has 
been finalized and an extensive functional and performances test campaign is planned by 
the end of this year once the HW will be manufactured. The following paragraphs provide a 
detail on the design and main performances.  

 

6.7.1. Design Description 

The gripper consists of motorized articulated jaws designed to tightly grasp the satellite’s 
LAR profile. The movement of the motor and jaws is controlled by the gripper’s built-in 
controller and motor driver. The mechanical design allows for the gripper to be mounted on a 
robotic arm via force/torque sensor assembly to provide force feedback for the servicer 
satellite OBC. The figure below shows the LAR Gripper design overview:  

 

Figure 6-19: Gripper system design view 
 
The Gripper has two phases of the clamping sequence:  

 Soft capture – time range between the first contact event (between the LAR and the 
gripper mechanisms) and the time of the preliminary alignments of the gripper 
mechanisms with respect to the LAR (in general vertical and roll alignments)  

 Hard capture – last phase of the clamping sequence when there are no more 
misalignments (between the LAR and the gripper mechanisms) and, consequently, 
when the loads can be transferred to the gripper assembly.  

 
According to the aforementioned strategy, the Gripper allows two different clamping stages 
using the following elements: 

 3 movable fingers for linear connection of soft capture 

 Shelf for surface connection of hard capture 

 Two independent motor drives to satisfy soft and hard capture  

Soft capture 
mechanism 

Hard capture mechanism Electronic 
boxes 

Housing (3D printed) 

F/T sensor 
interface 
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6.7.2. General Specifications 

By way of summary, the table below presents the general specification of the Gripper system 
in terms of physical and interfaces characteristics.   

 

General Name LAR Gripper 

  Manufacturer PIAP Space 

  Output Data Type CAN bus protocol frames 

  Data Unit N/A 

Physical Mass ~6kg 

  Dimensions (W x H x D) 180 x 230 x 310 

  Accommodation  On F/T sensor (End-Effector on UR10) 

Interfaces Data rate  

  Data Connector CAN 

  Trigger Connector DF11-14DS-2C Hirose connector 

  Power Connector Molex Mini-Fit Jr (10 pins) 

  Thermal Interface N/A 

Table 6-8: Gripper system general specifications 
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6.8. ASSIST REFUELING INTERFACE 

ASSIST or hArmonised System Study on Interfaces and Standardisation of fuel Transfer is 
the HW building block in charge of implementing the docking and refuelling operations in the 
frame of EROSS project. ESA ASSIST breadboard model is a full scale mechanical model 
manufactured to test the mating and fuel transfer in the frame of ESA ASSIST project. 

In the frame of EROSS project, the ASSIST design is under GMV responsibility. A detailed 
design of the ASSIST has been finalized and a functional and performance tests campaign is 
going to be performed on manufactured HW in the next months. This section provides a 
general description of ASSIST model, its main technical specifications, mechanical views 
and the scope in EROSS Demonstration. 
 

6.8.1. Design Description 

ASSIST is the HW building block in charge of implementing the docking and refuelling 
operations in the frame of EROSS project. 

ESA ASSIST breadboard model is a full scale mechanical model manufactured to test the 
mating and fuel transfer in the frame of ESA ASSIST project. 

The principal concept behind the ASSIST capture system is to allow for zero force capture to 
ensure that the client spacecraft is not pushed away from the servicer one before a latching 
system can be deployed. 

The following figures represent the key elements of the ASSIST breadboard models to be 
mounted on Servicer and Client satellite mock-ups. 

 

Figure 6-20 ASSIST End Effector (Breadboard Model on Servicer) 

 

The end-effector includes a grasping mechanism, which consists of an expanding 
pantograph located at the end of a probe. The mating half on the client spacecraft consists of 
a ‘drogue’ type arrangement, which includes a central cavity into which the capture probe 
pantograph is inserted. The ‘drogue’ is part of the berthing fixture assembly, which includes 
fluid couplings and an electrical connector. The berthing fixture on the client S/C also 
includes three guide receptacles, which allow the end-effector alignment pins to engage and 
centralise the whole system. The alignment pins have been arranged asymmetrically on the 
fluid plane so that the end-effector cannot be docked incorrectly. 
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Figure 6-21 ASSIST Berthing Fixture (Breadboard Model) 

The following figures show the end-effector and berthing fixture elements of the ASSIST 
breadboard model to be used in EROSS Demonstration. 

    

Figure 6-22 ASSIST breadboard end-effector and berthing fixture 

From the previous figures it is possible to see that only two fluid couplings were included in 
the breadboard model w.r.t. the three considered in the ASSIST design. The breadboard 
demonstrated leak free fluid transfer under thermal vacuum conditions by passing fluid 
(water) through one coupling and back through the second in the frame of ASSIST project. 
Hence, the third coupling was not required for the breadboard. ASSIST breadboard model 
elements will be integrated on Servicer and Client mocks-ups to validate the docking 
operations in GMV Platform-art facility as part of EROSS Demonstration or validation 
activities. No fluid transfer is foreseen in the EROSS Demonstration and the focus will be put 
on integration of this system with the rest of building blocks and its operations as part of the 
automated docking operations. 
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6.8.2. General Specifications 

By way of summary, the table below presents the general specification of the ASSIST HW in 
terms of physical and interfaces characteristics.   

General Name ASSIST HW Breadboad 

  Manufacturer Property of ESA under ESA Contract 
No.4000112963/14/NLjSFe. 

ASSIST HW breadboard will be used on loan in the 
frame of EROSS project. It is not a deliverable of 
EROSS project 

  Output Data Type N/A 

  Data Unit N/A 

Physical Mass End-effector: 5.0 kg 

Berthing fixture: 2.0 kg 

  Dimensions (W x H x D) End-effector: 150.0 x 150.0 x 367.8 (in mm) 

Berthing fixture: 150.0 x 150.0 x 97.0 (in mm) 

  Accommodation  End-effector in Servicer Satellite mock-up 

Berthing fixture in Client Satellite mock-up 

Interfaces Data rate N/A 

  Data Connector Ethernet cable to communicate with ASSIST 
controller. 

  Trigger Connector Two buttons/levers in the ASSIST controller to turn on 
the controller and motor drivers. 

  Power Connector D-Sub9 connector for the ASSIST controller with a 
battery (7.4 V or 11.1 V). 

D-Sub9 connector for ASSIST end-effector part  with a 
7.4 V battery (for ASSIST continuity check) 

  Thermal Interface None 

Table 6-9: ASSIST system general specifications 
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6.9. LLM DOCKING INTERFACE 

The TASI Latching & Locking Mechanism (LLM) is a docking mechanism able to recover the 
misalignments between the Servicer and the Client Satellite at the end of the rendezvous 
phase and it is able to establish a stable composite system. 

 

6.9.1. Design Description 

The LLM is derived from the STRONG Docking Mechanism, evaluated and tested against 
the EROSS requirements. 

The mechanism is composed by two main parts: the active part and the passive part. The 
active part main parts are showed in picture Figure 6-23: 

 
Figure 6-23: LLM active part main components 

The active part is mainly composed by a mechanism baseplate and a probe. The baseplate 
supports the hard docking mechanism and all the components of the movable probe. The 
movable probe is interfaced to the mechanism baseplate by two sliding guides along the X 
and Y direction. The probe can move in the X/Y plane (or baseplate plane) thanks to a 
couple of electric motors. 

The baseplate provides also support for the hard docking mechanism. The hard docking 
mechanism is composed by three clamps actuated by means of an electric motor acting on a 
rotating ring with cams.  

The mechanism passive part is showed in Figure 6-24. It consists of the following parts: a 
conical structure and a probe head receptacle. 

 
Figure 6-24: LLM passive part 
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The conical structure provides a solid surface that is employed to guide the probe head 
toward the receptacle during the first contact phase. The probe head receptacle captures the 
probe head once the petals pass the internal restricted section of the receptacle. The conical 
structure has three alignment guides for the three pins present on the mechanism’s active 
part. These guides are engaged by the alignment pins of the active part during the rod 
retraction phase. The pins and the alignment guides are necessary for the alignment along 
the longitudinal axis of the mechanism and so to provide an alignment between the two 
spacecraft. 
 
LLM active/passive parts can be accommodated on the Chaser/Target satellites by using 
their supports that allows an accommodation externally to the spacecraft. This is considered 
the baseline solution for the accommodation, because guarantee an adequate clearance 
between the two spacecraft when docked.  

However,  there is the possibility to reduce the supports height up to zero accommodating 
fully or partially the mechanism’s parts inside the spacecraft. This may help to reduce the 
external encumbrance of the mechanism parts on the satellites. The accommodation of the 
mechanism’s parts inside the satellites will depend from the availability of free space under 
the satellite panels where the docking mechanism parts will be interfaced and from the 
clearances evaluation between the two satellites during the docking phase considering the 
worst case scenario in terms of misalignments. See Figure 6-25. 

Another constraint to be considered during the accommodation of the mechanism parts is the 
position of the satellite CoG w.r.t. the axial axis of the mechanism’s parts. The axial axis of 
the mechanism’s parts has to pass thought the Chaser Target CoGs to avoid generation of 
undesired moment acting on the satellite’s attitude during the docking phase. 

The green dash line in Figure 6-25 is the interface plane between the two mechanism’s 
parts.  

The continuous blue lines represent the satellites(Client Satellite and Chaser).The blue dash 
lines represent the alternative I/F planes of the mechanism’s parts with the satellite avoiding 
the use of mechanism’s supports. This alternative solution obviously decrease the clearance 
between the two satellites in docked configuration.  

 
Figure 6-25: LLM accommodation constraints and possibilities 

 
The following Figures give an idea of the different possibilities regarding the accommodation 
of the mechanism parts on the respective spacecraft and the resulting composite once 
docked. 
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In Figure 6-26 the LLM active part has been accommodated fully external on the Servicer 
panel by means of a dedicated adapter:  

 

Figure 6-26: LLM active part accommodated on the Servicer by means of an adapter 

In Figure 6-27 the LLM passive part has been accommodated fully external on the Servicer 
panel by means of a dedicated adapter: 

 

Figure 6-27: LLM passive part accommodated on the Client Satellite by means of an 
adapter 

The resulting composite configurations of the different possibilities are showed in the 
following pictures. 

 

Figure 6-28: Docked configuration of Servicer and Client Satellite with mechanism 
parts accommodated fully external to the spacecraft structure 
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The LLM will be verified on a dedicated TSE. The TSE is based on a support structure with a 
robotic arm able to reproduce the relative trajectory approach between Servicer and Client 
Satellite including GNC errors (i.e. misalignments..). The active part is accommodated 
vertically to avoid gravity effects on the movable probe.  

 
Figure 6-29: Test Support Equipment for LLM testing 

 

LLM active part will be interfaced at the baseplate level with the ceiling panel of the TSE. The 
target cone will be interfaced with the wrist of the robotic arm. On the wrist of the robotic arm 
there is a F/T sensor to measure and record the contact force during the soft docking. The 
TSE is supplied by dedicated power supply for active part of the mechanism. The active part 
of the docking mechanism can be connected via USB to an external computer.  

The LLM demonstrator has been designed, developed and manufactured in the frame of  
previous research programs in TAS-I. The assembly of the mechanism demonstrator has 
been completed in EROSS.The current TRL of the LLM is 3. EROSS will provide the 
opportunity to increase the TRL of the TAS docking mechanism from 3 to 4. 

The development plan for the LLM foreseen in EROSS is the following: 

 

1. Perform multibody analysis of different cases of trajectory approach during 
docking 

2. Perform a preliminary thermal analysis aimed to understand that no showstopper 
in the design are present, and confirm that a flight model is feasible  

3. Perform functional tests of the mechanism in laboratory  
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6.9.2. General Specifications 

By way of summary, the table below presents the general specification of the LLM in terms of 
physical and interfaces characteristics.   

 

General Name LLM 

  Manufacturer TASinI 

  Output Data Type N/A 

  Data Unit N/A 

Physical Mass LLM active part: 24kg 

LLM active part support: 8kg 

LLM passive part: 3kg 

LLM passive part support:5kg 

  Dimensions (W x H x D) Active part, Ø = 624mm (adapter), L = 604mm  

Passive part, Ø = 360mm, L = 394mm 

  Accommodation  Accommodation on TASinI TSE 

Interfaces Data rate Typical USB data rate 

  Data Connector Signal: USB 

  Trigger Connector N/A 

  Power Connector The LLM OBC requires 5V, 1A 

The LLM  requires 24V, Power 300W  

  Thermal Interface N/A 

External harness Harness length N/A 

 Ethernet connector N/A 

 CAN connector N/A 

 Power supply (28V) N/A 

Table 6-10: LLM system general specifications 
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7. Validation Plan 
The demonstration scenario covers the main functionalities developed in EROSS. It validates 
the each step of the mission scenario, from a station keeping phase where the servicer 
spacecraft is kept within some hundred meters from the client to the final docking and 
servicing operations. 

The mission scenario is presented in section 2 : Mission and System Design 

 

7.1. DEMONSTRATION SCENARIO 

The demonstration steps follow the mission scenario summarised in the following figure 
inspired from the EROSS nominal scenario: 

 

Figure 7-1: Main steps of EROSS reference scenario.  
These are the main steps to be reproduced into the demonstration scenario 

 

More precisely the steps underneath are based on the concept of operations established 
from the real mission scenario. They are recalled underneath with the different inter-
distances between the platforms and the robotic arm to its target point. 

The distance are indicated for both the real mission and the actual distance during the 
demonstration. 

These distances are to be confirmed with the facility constraints in terms of kinematic 
constraints during the robotic motion, and on the mockup span when mounted. 
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Table 7-1: EROSS mission steps and bench distances for demonstration experiments 

 

 

The validation of these mission phases will be performed with two different Servicer and Client mock-ups taking 
into account that some of the building blocks, such as Gripper, ASSIST and SIROM are manufactured or available 
in scale 1:1.  

- Thus, for the first part of the mating operation phase from a pre-defined/intermediate point in the straight 
line init, E.2, to berthing position, E.5, the client will be prepared in scale 1:3 and the inter-platform real 
distance properly scaled considering the effective dynamic range of GMV Platform-art Facility, i.e. 12 m. 

- Afterwards, for the second part of the mating operation phase; from berthing position, E.5, to capture 
stabilization, E.8; and for the servicing operations the client will be prepared in scale 1:1 and will make 
use of the hardware building blocks in real scale, i.e. gripper, ASSIST and SIROM. 

Therefore it is planned to stop the demonstration at the berthing position step E.5 and change the client mock-up to 
represent the LAR part that will be actually seen from the visual sensor on the end –effector. 

The following section provides the configurations taking into account that two client mock-ups shall be produced to 
cover the two demonstration phases. 

 

Phase

Step E.1 E.2 E.3 E.4 E.5 E.6-7 E.8 F.1 F.2 F.3 F.4

Name Initialization
Straight line 

init

Final 

checkpoint

Straight line 

final

Berthing 

position

Floating/Compliant 

capture

Capture 

stabilization

ASSIST 

docking
Arm release Refueling

ORU 

exchange

 Real Distance : Inter-Platform 36m 36m->20m 20m 20m->2m 2m 2m 2m 2m->0m 0m 0m 0m

 Real Distance : EndEff-Target - - - - 1m 1m->0m 0m 0m <1m - 0m

Composite Configuration Indep. Indep. Indep. Indep. Indep. Indep->Arm Arm link Docked Docked Docked Docked

Demo Distance : Inter-Platform 12m 12m->7m 7m 7m->0.7m 2m 2m 2m 2m->0m 0m 0m 0m

Demo Distance : EndEff-Target - - - - 1m 1m->0m 0m 0m <1m - 0m

Mockup Scaling 1 : 3 1 : 3 1 : 3 1 : 3 1 : 1 1 : 1 1 : 1 1 : 1 1 : 1 1 : 1 1 : 1

Phase E - Mating OPerations (MOP) Phase F - Servicing OPerations (SOP)
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7.2. VALIDATION APPROACH 

A bottom-up validation approach supporting the EROSS design and development process is 
proposed in order to determine that EROSS is compliant with the proposed requirements. 
 
The following figure represents this proposed bottom-up approach to reach the final 
demonstration test to validate the EROSS Demonstrator. 
 
 

 

Figure 7-2 EROSS Validation Approach 

 
 
The following steps define the proposed validation approach for EROSS in compliance with 
the proposed development cycle as shown in Figure 7-2: 

 EROSS Design Validation. Validation activities in the frame of detailed design 
activities giving preference to functional and performance testing. The purpose of 
this first validation step is to ensure that the design of the different EROSS elements 
is compliant with the functional and performance requirements that can be verified at 
this stage. 

 EROSS Building Blocks Validation. Validation activities related to the integration of 
the different HW and SW elements before starting the EROSS Demonstrator 
validation testing. This step is based on the validated elements coming from the 
EROSS detailed design activities, i.e. validated EROSS elements are integrated and 
then validated in order to ensure that the EROSS Building Blocks are ready to set 
EROSS Demonstrator and achieve the final validation. Different test facilities are 
used in this step in order to validate the integrated HW and SW elements that make 
up the EROSS Building Blocks. 
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 EROSS Demonstrator Validation. Validation activities to achieve the final 
demonstration representing real space mission. EROSS Building Blocks are 
integrated to set the EROSS Demonstrator and then it is validated by means of 
validation tests conducted in the Platform-art test facility, i.e. experimental validation 
by moving spacecraft mock-ups in a relevant environment; and in the High Fidelity 
Mission Simulator, i.e. numerical validation of additional scenarios. 

In the frame of the detailed definition of validation test cases, servicing operations 
with multiple rendezvous could be considered in order to take into account a 
representative on-orbit servicing mission. 

 
In order to implement this validation approach different tools, techniques and methods are 
used and a set of tasks shall be planned and implemented. In the following sections these 
elements are defined in order to introduce the proposed EROSS Validation Plan. 

 

7.3. EROSS DESIGN VALIDATION  

The EROSS Design Validation, also called functional chain validation (FCV) has the 
objective of verifying the correct implementation of the different building block attending to 
the functional specification. In particular, the FCV tests will verify that the different blocks 
communicate as expected and that the mode logic and autonomy features defined for 
EROSS are respected. 
 
The development and validation of the software components of EROSS has emulated the 
process of a typical spacecraft program. During the CDR phase the following activities have 
been completed: 

 The GNC design document has been used as functional specification, including the 
mode design and the decision trees. 

 This document has also been used as reference for the development of the different 
building blocks, implementing the requirements in terms of functionalities and 
input/output interfaces. 

 The building blocks are developed using model-based-design approach, with rapid 
prototyping in matlab following design rules to guarantee its future deployment in the 
software environment. 

 The building blocks are integrated in the FES simulator for analysis of closed loop 
performances and verification of the functional specifications (in particular the 
decision trees and autonomy features). 

 
In the following phase of the project the different building blocks will be integrated in the 
software environment and later on in the demonstration facility. The process replicates the 
functional chain validation of a typical spacecraft development, including a software test 
campaign and the demonstration with the hardware elements.  
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Figure 7-3 – Development of EROSS software components. 

The use of a representative simulator allows to perform early de-risking of key functionalities 
and is specifically appropriate in a context of model-based design as it allows to test the 
different building block in a representative environment. During the CDR phase of EROSS, 
the development of the FES has allowed to perform both performance and functional 
validation of the different building blocks in closed loop. 
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7.4. TESTING FACILITIES 

The following validation testing facilities are considered for the EROSS Validation Testing 
activities: 

 High Fidelity FES Simulator. Model-based products will be validated in the SW 
development environment. This will be used for GNC algorithm validation and the 
first level of acceptance testing. 

 NTUA Space Robots Emulator – Air Bearing Facility.  

 TAS-F Robotic Orbital Facility (ROBY) – Robotic Facility for orbital rendezvous 
demonstration.  

 GMV Platform-art© laboratory: GMV dynamic test bench. 

 

7.4.1. TAS-F Robotic Orbital Facility (ROBY) 

The ROBotic facilitY (ROBY) test bench of Thales Alenia Space – France (TAS-F) has been 
used for almost 10 years for testing and validation of rendezvous scenarios through real-
time simulations. This facility is based on the coordinated motion of two robotic arms, 
driven in real time by the dynamic simulations of orbital missions involving two vehicles. It 
covers the validation of guidance and navigation schemes, as well as the performances 
assessment for hardware components like rendezvous sensors and actuators. 

 

 

Figure 7-4 TASF Robotic Orbital Facility 

On the left, the I3DS (OG4) sensor suite orbital set-up and on the right Sample Return set-
up. 

The main interest of this robotic test bench is the accurate positioning and orientation of the 
different equipment involved (i.e., sensors/actuators mounted on the chaser robot, or mock-
up on the target one). A set of inertial coordinates is then available through the robot control 
system, and serves as a reference to compute the real relative coordinates between the 
chaser sensors/actuators and the target mock-up. This reference is eventually used to either 
evaluate the measurement error of the sensors, and/or to assess the misalignment 
tolerances of the capture mechanisms. 

On the other hand, it is worth reminding that such a test bench does not allow to assess any 
dynamic behaviour of a free floating element in space. Indeed, the terrestrial gravity applies 
and is not compensated by the manipulator in any way. Only kinematic validations can be 
assessed by reproducing the position/attitude and linear/angular speeds of any object in 
space and emulated in simulation. 
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7.4.2. NTUA – CSL Space Robots Emulator (SRE) facility 

The SRE consists of a blue black hard rock table, three floating systems (two active – one 
passive), workstations and other peripheral devices required for the operation (PhaseSpace 
mocap system, overhead camera, etc.). The emulator is located at the basement lab of the 
NTUA-CSL in order to eliminate as much as possible any residual vibrations from the 
environment.  

The larger part of the emulator is the hard rock table of extremely low roughness (about 5 μm 
mean value), of 2.2 m length and 1.8 m width (about 4 m2 of surface in total). Satellite/ robot 
mock-ups, equipped with CO2 tanks can float on the table using air bearings. The air 
bearings lift the robots about 10 μm thus providing essentially frictionless motion over the 
table. Since the robots are fully autonomous, there are no external disturbances, resulting 
essentially in zero-g planar motion emulation.  

Around the hard rock table, a number of workstations are dedicated for telemetry and control 
of the floating robotic systems. The NTUA-CSL SRE is comprised of two active, autonomous 
robots, and one autonomous passive robot, all of adjustable mass and inertia. Their 
dimensions and design allow researchers to easily modify parts of the robots according to 
required tasks. Both active robots can translate using 3 or 4 pairs of thrusters and can rotate 
using either their thrusters or their installed reaction wheel. Depending on the required task, 
in both active robots it is possible to either change the current manipulator end effector to 
install an appropriate tool or remove completely one or both manipulators, to install any 
necessary equipment. 

 

 

Figure 7-5 - NTUA-CSL Space Emulator 

 

The main advantage of this facility is the high fidelity of emulation of intricate processes, in 
terms of dynamics, such as for example impacts, docking procedures and manipulation using 
advanced control methods. 
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7.4.3. GMV Platform-Art© 

platform-art© is the GMV’s developed and owned test bench to allow supporting the 
verification and validation of the Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) systems for short 
range phases of rendezvous, formation flying, servicing and debris removal missions. 

 

Table 7-2 Platform-art© user level functional and performance 
features 

Functional Features Performance Features 

- Dynamic test bench with real air-to-air 
metrology and devices stimulation  

- Real-time avionics 

- Raises the GNC S/S (SW + sensors) validation 
till TRL 5/6 (ESA scale) 

- Two numerically controlled robotic arms + 12 m 
effective length rail, allowing Short-range RdV, 
FF and/or ADR scenarios (up to 525 meters 
using scalability factor 1:35, reasonable for 1 m 
S/C size level; can be higher for bigger S/C), 
including GNC mode transition, scenario 
stop/resume, change of sensors, … 

- Effective Dynamic range:   12 m 

- Calibration/Ground truth Accuracy:  0.1 mm 
(through FARO laser tracker) 

- Resolution: < 0.01 mm 

- Repeatability: < 0.1 mm 

- Darkness:  full darkness room (optical spectrum) 

- Illumination:  space representative at optical 
spectrum 

- Mock-ups (Inc. metrology): up to 1 m size, 150 kg, 
sensors remote control 

- Location/Access: GMV head-quarters (Madrid), 
WIFI, canteen, offices, meeting rooms, … 

 

 

Figure 7-6 Platform-art © dynamic test bench architecture 
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The test bench is composed by the following elements:  

 platform-art© Avionics Real time Processor In the Loop (PIL) test bench, where 
the stimulation to optical/laser sensors and real dynamic recreation is directly 
provided by the moving platform facility elements and the use of realistically 
manufactured mock-ups. 

 platform-art© Mechatronics: Robotic motion facility. The major specific elements 
using the distributed computing architecture are: 

 The Motion Control System. It is the application in charge of interfacing the 
robotic and illumination system and controlling the execution inside test bench.  

 The 2xKUKA KR C2 controller systems. Each controller will receive its motion 
solution from the Motion Control System and execute the motion command for 
each KUKA robotic arm (one of them combined with the 16 m long-rail track) 
motion system. 

 The illumination control system. The illumination system includes a sun-
representative lamp hosted on a long-range (16 meters) 6-Degrees of Freedom 
Cartesian system.  

 The Mitsubishi PA-10 control system. This light and versatile robotic 
manipulator can be used either as auxiliary laboratory tool or as on-board 
spacecraft manipulator for capture/debris purposes/scenarios.  

 UR05 Robotic 6DOF manipulator and control system. The UR5 is a 6-DOF 
robotic arm/manipulator that can carry up to 5kg in the tip and has a maximum 
reach of 850mm. It is mainly used as on-board spacecraft manipulator for 
capture/servicing purposes.  

 Other relevant elements and aspects include: 

 The SW applications are implemented over Real Time OS.  

 The net architecture selected is Ethernet at link level, IP at net level and UDP or 
TCP at transport level.  

 Sensors: Camera System (Lidar or other type of sensors are also possible) 
composed by the camera acquisition system and the Image Processing.  

 Force/torque measurement cells (for contact scenarios) are available. 

 Different mock-up models as per required scenarios are available, including a high-
fidelity 1:1 scale PROBA2 satellite mock-up with the Launch Adapter Ring. 
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7.5. TESTING CONFIGURATIONS 

7.5.1. Overall Test Bench Configuration 

For the purposes of demonstration two types of configurations will be used. Long and close 
range approach will use different Client Satellite Mock-up. Although in both cases Servicer 
Mock-up will remain the same. 

The following sections contain the description of the proposed configurations. 

 

7.5.1.1. Long range approach configuration 

This will be mainly the set up for the first phase of the mission until the berthing position. This 
will enable to simulate the first phases of EROSS to test the visual sensors performances 
and the GNC algorithms in approach and rendezvous phase. 

For this configuration design includes the scaled (1/3) simplified mock-up of the satellite 
Sentinel 3A, which will be attached to the industrial robot KUKA KR 150 during the EROSS 
test campaign.  

 

Client Satellite 
mock-up shall 
contain:  

 Mechanical 
Structure; 

 Solar panel; 

 Scaled 1:3 
LAR; 

 Scaled 1:3 
ASSIST; 

 Calibration 
Brackets;  

 Heaters; 

 Heating 
system 
electronic;  

 MLI; 

 Mock-ups of 
the external 
instruments. 

 

 

Figure 7-7: Long Range approach configuration 
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7.5.1.2. Close range approach configuration 

After the berthing position phase, the distance between the Servicer and Client satellite 
platforms will be 0,67 m (scaled from 2 m). From this phase it is foreseen to switch to a panel 
representing the Launch Adaptor Ring with a SIROM interface on the top panel to perform 
the ORU exchange. 

For this configuration design includes 1:1 simplified mock-up of the satellite Sentinel 3A, 
which will be attached, along with UR 10 robot, to the industrial robot KUKA KR 150 during 
the EROSS test campaign.  

Client Satellite mock-up 
shall contain:  

 Mechanical structure; 

 KUKA robot interface; 

 LAR;  

 ASSIST; 

 SIROM; 

 Calibration 
Bracket(s); 

 Heaters; 

 Heating electronic 
system; 

 MLI; 

 Mock-ups of the 
external instruments. 

 

Figure 7-8: Close Range approach configuration 

 

Figure 7-9: Close-Range approach configuration – Side view 
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For the purpose of the capture and ORU Exchange demonstration, UR10 Robotic Arm with 
both configurations of the End-Effector will be implemented. The position of the robotic arm 
and End-Effector will be consolidated based on its reachability in proximity of Servicing and 
Close range Client satellite . 

End-Effector for EROSS purposes will be configurable. Two main configurations (see in 
Figure 7-10) are considered for demonstration:  

 Capture - UR10 Robotic Arm + F/T sensor + PPJ + Camera + Gripper  

 ORU Exchange - UR10 Robotic Arm + F/T sensor + Camera + SIROM 

 

Figure 7-10 End-Effector configurations (Capture on the left; ORU on 
the right) 

The function of the servicer End-Effector for berthing phase is to grasp the LAR of the Client 
Satellite during capture and berthing operation, secure it for the following stabilisation and 
docking manoeuvres and further servicing operations.  

Second mission scenario foresees payload exchange. This operation includes moving the 
End-Effector with the SIROM to the ORU position on the Client Satellite. Once top SIROM on 
End-Effector is docked with ORU, the bottom SIROM will release the spacecraft and the 
robotic arm will move the payload. 
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7.5.2. Mock-ups Architecture 

Satellite Mock-ups are design to enable EROSS mission scenario demonstration using 
developed building blocks. As introduced above, three different mock-ups are designed and 
provided, along with a secondary support structure for Close range configuration, designed 
to house Close range Client satellite and UR10 robotic arm. 

 

Figure 7-11 : Long range Client satellite render 

 

Figure 7-12 Close range Client satellite render 
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Figure 7-13 Servicing satellite render 

 

 

Table 7-3 Satellite mock-ups composition 

Long range Client satellite Close range Client satellite Servicing Satellite 

 Mechanical Structure; 

 Interface to Robotic arms 

 Solar panel 

 Scaled 1:3 LAR dummy 

 Scaled 1:3 ASSIST 
(Passive) dummy 

 Scaled 1:3 SIROM 
dummy 

 MLI 

 Thermal system 

 Mock-ups of external 
instruments 

 Long range approach 
marker board 

 Dummy pyramid for 
Prince markers 

 Mechanical Structure; 

 Interface to Robotic arms 

 LAR  

 ASSIST (Passive) with 
load cell 

 SIROM dummy 

 MLI 

 Mock-ups of external 
instruments 

 Long range approach 
marker board 

 Pyramid with Prince 
markers 

 SIROM markers 

 Mechanical Structure; 

 Interface to Robotic arms  

 ASSIST (Active) 

 SIROM  

 SIROM markers 

 SNAC 

 SWAC 

 SPPJ 

 ARAMIS 

Each mock-up will have a placeholder for calibration brackets required by GMV and TAS-F 
facilities. 

Satellite Mock-ups will be tested in order to enable full demonstration. It is necessary to 
validate that the mock-ups are compliant to all requirements and technical information 
provided to other consortium member. Satellite mock-ups will be subjected to the following 
types of tests: 
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8. Conclusion 
 

This document presents the design work carried out so far by the EROSS consortium, and 
that will be used as a baseline for follow-on activities along the project.  

EROSS is a complex system combining a large number of previously developed 
technologies as well as certain novel, purposely developed components. The design, as 
presented in this document, is still likely to evolve.  

This PU document is part of the deliverables package released in preparation to the CDR 
milestone of the project.  

The next phase of the work will manufacture the proposed design, integrate it, and then 
validate the overall performances obtained by experiments with respect to the mission 
requirements. 
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